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Local Rules and a Global Economy: 
An Economic Policy Perspective

Dan Danielsen*

Abstract

This article explores the growing significance and theoretical implications of 'local rules'—such as Chinese labour standards, US financial regulation and Swiss bank secrecy rules—in the global economy. In particular, the argument developed is that Ronald Coase’s framework for analysing the effects of legal rules on economic welfare can help to reveal important weaknesses in current international legal approaches to analysing the transnational impact of local rules as well as contribute to a ‘global economic policy perspective’ better attuned to problems of power in the global regulatory order. Such a perspective will help us to see the effects of power differences among political and economic actors in the global economy more clearly, and perhaps also to develop new and more complex notions of economic participation, political pluralism and distributive justice in the creation and operation of both the local and the international rules that comprise the global economic regulatory order.

1. LOCAL RULES IN A GLOBAL ECONOMY

The global economic crisis of 2008 and 2009 has forced scholars, activists, policymakers, regulators, the media and ordinary citizens to focus on the importance of local rules in shaping economic activity and welfare across the globe.1 Of course, even before the crisis
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1 When using the term ‘local rules’ in this essay, I mean to include rules adopted by any regulatory authority of any nation-state or political subdivision of a nation-state, such as provinces, states, municipalities or administrative agencies of any of the foregoing, but excluding norms or de facto rules created by non-state actors or quasi-public bodies such as stock exchanges (eg the New York Stock Exchange), industry associations (eg the National Association of Securities Dealers or the American Bar Association), private standards organisations (eg Underwriters Laboratories Inc or the International Standards Organization) or economic actors (eg firms, partnerships or sole proprietors). Whenever I mean to refer to norms or de facto rules generated by non-state actors, quasi-public bodies or economic actors, I will do so expressly.
it was no secret, for example, that the local rules for banking, securities and insurance in the United States, the United Kingdom and Japan established a kind of de facto legal order for the global financial system, not only through direct regulatory oversight but also by shaping the behaviour and expectations of economic actors in financial transactions regardless of whether they were formally subject to the rules. Notwithstanding this general sense that some local rules play a role in structuring the global economy, the extent to which particular US state and federal rules and administrative policies—regarding matters like oversight of mortgage lending, access to consumer credit, the creation and distribution of complex derivative securities, the inability of bankruptcy courts to restructure mortgages or the creation of incentives for increasing home ownership among low income and minority buyers—could so profoundly shape economic behaviour across the globe came as an unpleasant surprise to policymakers and regulators around the world.

In this article, I examine insights from the early work of Ronald Coase on the significance of legal rules in the allocation of resources in an economy—work that sparked a sustained and influential scholarly effort to assess the policy desirability of particular legal rules based on their relative effects on economic welfare as a whole—
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both to explore how these insights might contribute to the development of a 'global economic policy perspective' on local rules and to draw attention to significant weaknesses in our current international legal approaches to local rules with global effects. In this latter respect, the continued dominance of nationalistic, statist and sovereignty-oriented approaches to the assessment of local rules—even by international legal traditions long advocating the decline of national sovereign prerogatives and the importance of transnational legal arrangements—makes the development of a satisfying framework for the assessment of local regulatory initiatives from the perspective of their impact on global welfare much more difficult. In this respect, our current frameworks for thinking about the global significance of local rules are not up to the important regulatory challenges posed by today’s global economy.

In the remainder of this first part, I sketch the global economic and regulatory significance of local rules and the importance of a 'global economic policy perspective' for assessing that significance. I also suggest how Coase's economic policy approach can help us to be more attuned to problems of power in the global regulatory system and the impact of local rules on global economic welfare. In Part 2, I explore Coase's framework for analysing legal rules from an economic policy perspective as a source of insight into some limitations in the international legal frameworks that concern themselves with the transnational effects of local rules. In particular, I argue that our largely territorial notions of sovereignty and our conventional disciplinary focus on formal rather than substantive sovereign equality make it difficult to consider the regulatory and distributional effects of local rules in the global economy in global rather than national terms or to challenge the numerous local rules that produce significant effects on global welfare but fall doctrinally into the category of legitimate exercises of sovereign jurisdictional authority.

In Part 3, I focus on issues raised by power asymmetries among local rulemakers in the global economic regulatory order and the differences those power asymmetries make in states’ ability to influence economic activity or to affect their share of resources through domestic regulatory activities. In the increasingly integrated global economy, some jurisdictions will almost always generate transnational economic effects with their local rulemaking, while other jurisdictions may find their regulatory authority swamped by the economic effects of rules made elsewhere.

In such circumstances, I argue that our current approaches to the international legal analysis of local rules can lead not only to important misunderstandings about how the global economic regulatory order actually functions but also to limitations in our ability to engage with real differences in the capabilities of different players in the global economy to influence the content or economic effects of the rules that shape their economic destinies. My hope is that an economic policy perspective that leads us to focus more explicitly on the links between power asymmetries, local rules and global welfare will help us to see power differences among political and economic actors in the global economy more clearly, and perhaps also to develop new and more complex notions of economic
participation, political pluralism and distributive justice in the creation and operation of the local and global rules that comprise the global economic regulatory order.

A. Parochial Interests and Local Rules of Global Significance

While the crisis has highlighted the transnational economic effects of local rules with particularly graphic severity, the issue is of much greater significance to the ordinary operation of the global economic and regulatory order than may be at first apparent. We already know, for example, that a change in the emissions standards in California affects supply chains, research and development investment and technological innovation in ways that extend well beyond the geographic or jurisdictional boundaries of California.\(^5\) Similarly, it is equally evident that Chinese regulation (and enforcement practices) regarding wage rates and labour standards in manufacturing will have effects on wage rates and labour standards around the world.\(^6\) More prescriptively, we might hope that an increase in the capital reserve requirements for US chartered banks will result in increased financial stability in some parts of the world without producing dramatic capital shortages in others\(^7\)—just as we might fear that regulatory choices regarding mercury emissions from coal burning power plants in China will affect mercury levels in soil and water across the globe with consequent effects on the safety of food and public health.
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around the world. In short, the transnational economic effects of local rules have become a ubiquitous and unavoidable part of global economic life—a circumstance that seems unlikely to change in the foreseeable future.

To be sure, the international rules embodied in multilateral or bilateral treaties are also important. Yet, notwithstanding a steady increase in the number of intergovernmental, quasi-governmental and even non-governmental institutions offering international legal rules and norms within the scope of their respective jurisdictional mandates, the fact remains that the multitudes of separate and interconnected economic transactions that constitute ‘the global economy’ remain primarily governed by local rules made or enforced by at least one and often several nation-states. In this sense, the recent global economic crisis has only highlighted what has long been true although insufficiently studied: our increasingly global economy is governed principally by local rules created by local institutions designed to serve primarily (if not exclusively) local policy interests and purposes.

The disjunction between the global scale of the economy and local policy focus of the rules might give less cause for concern if there were a plausible theoretical or empirical basis for confidence that the regulatory behaviour of diverse nation-states acting in their national interest would be led by some ‘invisible hand’ to a global economic regulatory order that would maximise global welfare. In fact, few if any observers seem sanguine on this point. Policy elites and citizens everywhere worry that rules made far away will affect them but not take into account, let alone reflect, their interests. This, in part, explains the persistent calls for global rules to temper national behaviour in respect of such diverse substantive areas as humanitarian law, international criminal law, human rights, trade, corporate behaviour, financial services and climate change. Anxiety regarding foreign rules with domestic effects also seems to be reflected in the prevalence of economic nationalism and the correlative tendencies toward trade protectionism in political rhetoric as well as in law and policy choices. Moreover, even among the more cosmopolitan internationalists, the worry remains that, even as (until recently) global trade volumes
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10 Compare Gunther Teubner, “‘Global Bukovina’: Legal Pluralism in World Society” in Gunther Teubner (ed), Global Law Without a State (Dartmouth/Asghate, 1997) 3–28 (hereinafter Teubner ‘Global Bukovina’) (arguing that national law is being diminished in importance and displaced by semi-autonomous systems of global law generated through the practices and activities of segmented social networks and institutions).
have steadily increased, international rules, however made, have failed and will continue
to fail to respond adequately to the pervasiveness of poverty, extreme income inequality,
economic instability, vulnerability to economic cycles in distant locales, extreme price
volatility across numerous economic sectors, economic growth pathologies (whether
declining, zero, slow, jobless or uneven), environmental degradation and resource-related
conflict in many (if not most) areas of the world. It would be difficult, then, to conclude
(without considerable despair) that the current global economic regulatory order is
leading us (invisibly or otherwise) toward anything close to ‘optimality’ from the
standpoint of global welfare.

Moreover, it is not at all clear that ever more international rules and standards are the
best public policy response to the globalisation of economic life. Universal global rules and
standards proposed by international institutions seem far more apt to reflect a negotiated
balance of sovereign interests—particularly among the most powerful states—than a
careful assessment of global welfare. Despite the ambitious rhetoric in the preambles of
many international agreements regarding the mutual advantages of co-operation for the
states parties and the general welfare, not surprisingly, the agreements in action often
mirror the disparities in power and interest among the states that make them. For the
global economy to be ‘governed’ in a satisfactory way, some institutional order would
need the political legitimacy, accountability, transparency and authority necessary for co-
ordinating functions and objectives among diverse regulatory institutions, balancing (and
trading off) policy benefits among diverse constituencies, weighing, selecting and

the proliferation of international legal norms reflects efforts by the most powerful states to maintain power
in the face of increasing fragmentation of the sovereign order); Anthony Anghie, Imperialism, Sovereignty
and the Making of International Law (Cambridge Studies in International & Comparative Law Series,
Cambridge University Press, 2004) (arguing that since its inception international law has consistently
reflected the imperial power and ambitions of the coloniser [later the developed world] in subjugation of
the colonised [later the developing world]); Ha-Joon Chang, Bad Samaritans: The Myth of Free Trade and
the Secret History of Capitalism (Bloomsbury, 2008) 19–39 (arguing that the developed world used trade
agreements and international institutional arrangements to extract higher levels of growth and prosperity
at the expense of the developing world).

12 See eg Dani Rodrik, One Economics Many Recipes: Globalization, Institutions and Economic Growth
(Princeton University Press, 2007) 213–14 (hereinafter Rodrik One Economics Many Recipes) (suggesting that
while the preamble to the Agreement Establishing the WTO emphasised trade as a means for increasing
global standards of living and achieving sustainable development, increased global trade has come to be
seen as synonymous with development leading to liberalisation of trade for many countries without
economic growth); M Sornarajah, The International Law of Foreign Investment (Cambridge University Press,
2nd edn 2004) 218–19 (hereinafter Sornarajah The International Law of Foreign Investment) (noting that
every bilateral investment treaty begins with a declaration of purpose regarding the reciprocal
encouragement and protection of investments which belies the reality that the agreements are generally
entered into under coercive conditions between a developed capital-exporting country and a developing
capital-importing country and expressly designed to protect investors from the developed home country
from actions by the developing host country).
legitimating choices among diverse policy options and providing safeguards, interim measures and distributional adjustments to address inequities and promote economic and social objectives. Although I am quite apprehensive about both the feasibility and the desirability of concentrating more state-like regulatory and political power in ‘global’ institutions, this fear is arguably beside the (present) point: for good or ill, the emergence of a global institutional order able to perform these functions for the global economy is not on the horizon. We all can recognise that these regulatory functions and the orientation toward a general welfare perspective they entail are part of what we understand—and what most of us will continue to understand for some time to come—to be the normal business of the nation-state (however effectively or ineffectively they may be accomplished in particular cases).

We might imagine that co-ordination among local rulemakers could help. Only recently, European states struggled, with some success, to co-ordinate their fiscal policies in response to the recent global economic crisis. A habit of collective rulemaking through the European Union institutions undoubtedly made co-operation easier than it might otherwise have been. While we know that governments consult one another all the time to negotiate about domestic rule changes, it is far from clear that these more or less ad hoc consultations will lead to a rule system that can serve the general welfare in a global economy. The effectiveness of co-ordinated rules may be in doubt. Constituencies that will be affected by the rules may not be represented or protected in the interstate co-ordinating processes.

Most importantly for my purposes, when governments negotiate about or ‘co-ordinate’ their rules from the perspective of their own interests, the international structural norms framing their co-ordinating discussions do little to encourage a transnational perspective. Indeed, quite the opposite is the case: they encourage a focus on sovereign rights and interests. In the absence of an institutional order capable of performing the public function of rulemaking from the perspective of global welfare, it would seem that the global economy will continue to be regulated by a decentralised, largely unco-ordinated, and often conflicting set of local rules and regulatory policy objectives designed to balance and serve parochial interests.

My contention is that scholars, regulators, policymakers and economic actors involved in transnational regulation and governance ought to consider local rules and their potential transnational effects in light of their impact on economic activity and welfare around the globe. Are the local gains worth the transnational costs? When are the transnational effects of local rules positive or benign for others or the globe as a whole? How might we decide? If the transnational costs of a local rule seem too high, in whose interest and on what grounds might the perhaps legitimate regulatory objectives of the local regulator—or the means chosen to secure those objectives—be contested?

To engage these complex issues requires a new approach, one that enables us to identify and assess the economic effects of local rules not only from the by-now-
traditional perspective of their impact on local or national economic activity but also from the perspective of their effects on global production and global social welfare.\textsuperscript{13} We should aim to ensure that scholars, regulators and policy analysts evaluate the transnational effects of local rules from an intellectual posture that might approximate a ‘global economic policy perspective’.\textsuperscript{14} We should not expect, of course, that a universal vision of ‘global welfare’ will emerge. Such a vision is probably neither possible nor desirable. Just as in national policy debates, people across the globe will differ widely in their values and preferences and the effects and consequences of rules may be hard to predict. Economic policy will not (and should not) provide the sole (or even the predominant) substantive measure of global welfare. Nevertheless, I remain convinced that striving to devise a global economic policy framework and intellectual posture that


\textsuperscript{14} For an effort to engage local rulemaking authority from the perspective of global trade policy, see Trachtman \textit{The International Economic Law Revolution} (n 13) 71–428. For some important recent efforts to articulate new visions of a ‘global economic policy perspective’ on the global economic regulatory order more generally, see Braithwaite \textit{Regulatory Capitalism} (n 9); Braithwaite and Drahos \textit{Global Business Regulation} (n 9); Kaplinsky \textit{Globalization, Poverty and Inequality} (n 6); Rodrik \textit{One Economics Many Recipes} (n 12); Jeffrey D Sachs, \textit{The End of Poverty: Economic Possibilities for Our Time} (Penguin, 2005); Joseph A Stiglitz and Andrew Charlton, \textit{Fair Trade for All: How Trade Can Promote Development} (Oxford University Press, 2005); Amartya Sen, \textit{Development as Freedom} (Oxford University Press, 1999); Roberto Mangabeira Unger, \textit{Free Trade Reimagined: The World Division of Labor and the Method of Economics} (Princeton University Press, 2007).
attempts to distinguish global interests from the interests of any particular national or economic constituency could prove very useful for transforming our analytic approach to and political engagement with the local rules that govern our global economy.

What I have in mind here is not entirely unprecedented or, in terms of analogy, outside of common conceptual approaches to legal representation or judicial decision-making. Rather, I am imagining something analogous to the intellectual posture of the corporate counsel who strives to articulate and protect the interests of ‘the corporation as a whole’ as distinct from the interests of any of its particular constituents or stakeholders15 or the family court judge who strives to adopt a vision of ‘the best interests of the child’ that is informed by—but independent of—the stated interests of parents, family members, other interested parties, and even the child itself.16 Of course, as with the intellectual postures of the corporate general counsel and the family court judge, the intellectual posture of a person guided by a global economic policy perspective would provide no foundation for a claim to objectivity—such postures are more orienting aspirations than achievable intellectual positions.

Yet, even with the last caveat in mind, my sense is that policy choices guided by a ‘global economic policy perspective’ might well lead to local rules that are more attentive and responsive to their impact on more effected constituencies around the globe even if crucial ideological and policy differences remain about what a ‘global economic policy perspective’ might mean in concrete cases. Indeed, the fact that the policy conclusions would remain subject to contestation by diverse interests and alternative visions of ‘global welfare’ is a major part of the point. Engaged political debate about the global as well as the local costs and benefits of particular local rules based on potentially diverse assessments of those costs and benefits is part of what a ‘global economic policy perspective’ may help to foster—debates that might not occur if local rulemaking remains primarily if not exclusively measured in relation to sovereign prerogatives and local effects.

B. Coase and a Global Perspective on Local Rules


17 Coase ‘The Problem of Social Cost’ (n 3).
laureate Ronald H Coase sought to articulate a framework for economic policy analysis that focused on the effects of legal rules on economic activity with a view to selecting the rules that came closest to maximising the total value of production for the economy as a whole. His approach to economic policy analysis offers a useful starting point not only for exploring the transnational economic effects of local rules but also for beginning to give content to what a ‘global economic policy perspective’ might entail.\textsuperscript{19} Coase’s insights are particularly useful as corrective or critique—helping to make visible tendencies within our conventional approaches to the analysis of local regulation which rely, implicitly or explicitly, on state-sovereigntist reasoning about tit-for-tat causation and compensation or, as is common in US conflict of laws and private international law frameworks, on an assessment of which country’s jurisdictional authority or national interest should predominate, while leaving largely or completely unexplored important questions regarding the impact of local regulation on global economic welfare as a whole. Coase’s economic policy framework helps us to see beyond more common lines of analysis in the study of transnational regulation such as jurisdictional authority, geographic boundaries, sovereign interests and institutional levels and forms to reveal a more ‘on the ground’ view of the impact of local legal rules on global economic welfare and governance.

In particular, I will suggest that Coase’s economic policy framework for assessing the critical role of legal rules in structuring domestic economic life can improve our understanding of local rules in the global economy in four ways, each of which is useful as we begin thinking anew about the transnational significance of local rules. First, the framework helps us to see that the global economy, like a domestic one, is legally structured not only by international rules and by national rules with explicit extraterritorial scope, but also by myriad background local rules and regulatory regimes with domestic regulatory aims that affect the global allocation of resources and welfare in the global economy. Second, Coase’s focus on assessing the economic effects of local rules regardless of the jurisdictional authority or regulatory intention of their makers helps us to better see how local domestic rules ‘travel’ across jurisdictional and geographic boundaries in the global economy in ways that are difficult to analyse or address under traditional public international and trade law approaches to local rules. Third, Coase’s hypothesis that the effects of legal rules on the allocation of resources in an economy can be altered, in the absence of transaction costs, through market transactions among affected economic constituencies helps us to recognise the myriad global constituencies that, in the absence of costs or other institutional obstacles to bargaining, would assert their interests with respect to the content of the foreign local rules that affect them and how taking account of these diverse interests might lead to better policymaking and increased global welfare. Finally, there is Coase’s insight that under real world conditions

\textsuperscript{19} Cf the sources listed in n 13 above (applying economic theory and conceptions of welfare to international legal rules).

of positive transaction costs, affected constituencies often cannot or will not adjust the initial allocation of resources created by legal rules through market transactions in ways that enhance general welfare. This insight helps to focus our attention on the significance of and policy implications for the global economy of power asymmetries in the relative ability of states to influence their share of resources in the global economy or to resist the adverse effects of foreign rules with their local rules, as well as on the impact of those asymmetries on local and global welfare that are often missed in traditional international legal regimes focused on formal rather than substantive sovereign equality. In this way Coase may help us to place questions of power and global welfare more squarely in the centre of our analysis of the global economic regulatory order.

For these reasons, Coase provides a useful and illuminating starting point for rethinking our understanding of local rules in the global economy. That said, I do not mean to suggest that Coase’s analytic framework provides a solution to the complex challenges of creating a global economic regulatory order focused more on global welfare. Instead, my aim is to use Coase’s economic policy framework as a critical tool for focusing more academic and policy attention on the role of local rules in the regulation of the global economy and encouraging regulators, policy analysts, scholars and activists at both the local and the global levels to be more cognisant of the transnational economic effects of the rules and policies they develop. I leave for another day the important question of whether Coase’s economic policy framework itself offers a workable analytic model on which to base policy conclusions regarding the optimal legal rule or arrangement in any particular circumstance.20

C. The International Legal Framework for Thinking about Local Rules

To be effective in shaping the content and effects of local rules, a ‘global economic policy perspective’ would need to be embedded in the disciplinary practices of the institutions and people making the rules, just as perspectives like ‘the best interests of the child’ or ‘the best interests of the corporation as a whole’ have become significant in guiding the deliberations of specific actors in the domestic legal context. At present, it is not only our domestic mindsets that stand in the way: our international legal approaches to analysing
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20 The literature critical of one or more aspects of Coase’s analytic model for doing economic policy analysis of legal rules is nearly as vast as the literature seeking to apply his insights to establish the relative efficiency of particular legal rules. For a useful bibliography of legal scholarship critical of Coase, see The Canon of American Legal Thought (n 4) 362–3. For a comprehensive and sophisticated critique of law and economics from the perspective of Critical Legal Studies, see Duncan Kennedy, ‘Law-and-Economics from the Perspective of Critical Legal Studies’ in Peter Newman, The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics and the Law, vol 1 (Macmillan, 1998) 465–74 (hereinafter Kennedy ‘Law-and-Economics from the Perspective of Critical Legal Studies’) (also containing a very useful bibliography of the ‘greatest hits’ of law and economics scholarship both mainstream and critical).
the transnational impact of local rules also have not internalised a 'global economic policy perspective', whether Coasean or otherwise. In fact, they encourage a perspective that seems quite at odds with a point of view based on global welfare as a whole.

Of course, we should not be surprised to find that most local regulatory institutions are rarely guided by a transnational or global economic policy vision. After all, their jurisdictional mandates and political constituencies are local even if the consequences of their regulatory decisions can extend beyond local borders. It seems more reasonable to expect, however, that a global economic policy perspective would be present in the ways public international law or international trade law encourage policy makers to analyse local rules in the global economy. Indeed, we might expect that it is precisely the function of international legal norms and institutions to encourage local authorities to think globally when they act locally. In fact, public international law generally and international trade law more specifically approach the analysis of the global impact of local rules as primarily a question of the relations among sovereign powers—how to preserve meaningful local authority while encouraging co-operation or non-interference with fellow sovereigns. Further, both fields limit their focus to a subset of the many local

21 Although written more than 40 years ago, Wolfgang Friedmann’s classic work regarding the separation of international rules and institutions promoting ‘coexistence’ and ‘co-operation’ among sovereigns remains a powerful description of the international legal system’s focus. See Wolfgang Friedmann, The Changing Structure of International Law (University of Virginia Press, 1964); Wolfgang Friedmann, ‘National Sovereignty, International Co-operation and the Reality of International Law’ (1963) 10 UCLA Law Review 739. Of course, international lawyers have long lamented the persistence of sovereignty as both a political fact and a central pillar of their discipline. In recent years, a number of scholars have sought to re-imagine the possibilities for international law in light of the impact of globalisation on our understandings of sovereign power. I see my own work as contributing to this growing literature. Leading examples of this work take a number of different approaches to re-situating sovereignty in the global order. See eg Braithwaite and Drahos Global Business Regulation (n 9) and Braithwaite Regulatory Capitalism (n 9) (focusing on regulation regardless of its origins in traditional sovereigns, private institutions or quasi-public consensus among experts); Benedict Kingsbury et al (eds), Symposium, ‘The Emergence of Global Administrative Law’ (2005) 68 Law & Contemporary Problems 1 (focusing on global administration as a governance function regardless of whether it is performed by states, intergovernmental organisations, non-governmental organisations, multinational corporations or other institutions or groups); Gunther Teubner and Zenon Bankowski, Law as an Autopoietic System (Social Archeology Series of The European University Institute Press, Blackwell, 1993) and Gunther Teubner (ed), Global Law Without the State (Dartmouth/Ashgate, 1997) (hereinafter Teubner Global Law Without the State) (re-conceptualising the global legal order as a series of differentiated ‘systems’ arising from diverse social and institutional sources and displacing the centrality of the sovereign state as the primary force responsible for legal ordering); Abram Chayes and Antonia Handler Chayes, The New Sovereignty: Compliance with International Regulatory Agreements (Harvard University Press 1995), Harold H Koh, ‘Transnational Legal Process’ (1996) 75 Nebraska Law Review 181, Anne-Marie Slaughter, A New World Order (Princeton University Press, 2004), Paul Schiff Berman, ‘From International Law to Law and Globalization’ (2003) 43 Columbia Journal of Transnational Law 485, and Kal Raustiala, ‘The Architecture of International Cooperation: Transgovernmental Networks and the Future of International Law’ (2002) 43 Virginia Journal of International Law 1 (stressing the significance of networks of non-state actors and sub-national processes in the generation and implementation of transnational norms); Bardo Fassbender, ‘The United Nations Charter as a Constitution of the International Community’
rules that have transnational effects and, as we shall see, analyse them from a perspective sharply distinct from the ‘global perspective’ advocated here. The cumulative effect of these approaches is to sideline or ignore many of the important issues regarding the significance of local rules in shaping welfare in the global economy that Coase’s approach helps us to foreground.

For example, in public international law, doctrinal and scholarly attention regarding the role of local rules in the global economy focuses on local rules that are expressly intended to have extraterritorial reach, asking whether they are lawful exercises of sovereign jurisdictional authority. The exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction is understood to be justified when and to the extent that it rests on a solid basis in sovereign


authority and is ‘reasonable’ given the interests of other sovereigns. The issues are sovereign authority and reasonable inter-sovereign relations, rather than global welfare.

Moreover, by focusing on local rules that are intended to have global effects, the public international law framework misses a great deal. While the extraterritorial exercise of national jurisdiction is important, the de facto effects of local rules can be far more significant. California auto emissions rules, a Mexican minimum wage law or Chinese regulation of domestic coal-burning power plants all suggest that numerous local rules that aim (expressly, if perhaps not exclusively) to address local issues can and frequently do produce significant transnational effects even when they are not formally ‘applied’ or ‘enforced’ outside the territory in which they are adopted. In fact, it may be precisely because local rules most often are (or appear to be) regular exercises of domestic jurisdiction without formal aspirations to be transnational or universal in scope that they are not generally a focus of scholarly or policy attention in the study of transnational regulation from a public international law perspective. When sociological and economic effects of local rules are considered, international law frames the issue as one of compliance with hierarchically superior universal rules embodied in multilateral treaties and customary norms and of state responsibility for harms caused to a foreign sovereign in violation of an inter-sovereign duty alone. Such inter-sovereign harms can include the creation of a rule that exceeds a state’s lawful jurisdiction, but, as suggested already, the fault standard for such a finding is express intention which would exclude, on most accounts, constructive intention based on a state’s regulating locally with knowledge that its regulation would likely result in serious adverse effects on other states.

By contrast, international trade discourse and doctrine seems more attuned than public international law to the transnational economic effects of local rules. Indeed, trade law can seem to be about little else than the effects of one nation’s rules—tariffs, subsidies or non-tariff barriers—on the international economic opportunities for enterprises from the territory of other states. The overall goal is a general reduction in the number and types of local rules that limit foreign participation in local markets.

---

23 See Restatement (Third) of the Foreign Relations Law of the United States ss 402, 403. See also Damrosch International Law (n 22) 1090 (“The classic view has been that a state does not have to establish a valid basis for its exercise of jurisdiction and that the burden of establishing that its exercise of jurisdiction violates international law rests on the person asserting the violation. More recently, the view has been espoused that, especially when it acts extraterritorially, a state must demonstrate affirmatively the existence of an appropriate basis for jurisdiction. An alternative view is that the exercise of all forms of jurisdiction is subject to an overall limitation of reasonableness. This is the position taken in the Restatement (Third) § 403”) (citations omitted); Note, ‘Constructing the State Internationally: Jurisdictional Discourse, the National Interest, and Transnational Norms’ (1990) 103 Harvard Law Review 1275.

John Jackson describes the sensibility of the field as follows: ‘The starting point for any policy discussion for the international economic system today is the notion of “liberal trade”, meaning the goal to minimize the amount of interference of governments in trade flows that cross national borders.’ Implicit in this statement is both a general orientation toward local rules and a notion of global welfare—local rules are significant from a trade perspective because of their potential to distort otherwise desirable trade flows between nation-states which, if unimpeded by national interference, would increase gains from trade and hence global welfare. While Jackson recognises that the validity and persuasiveness of the economic policy arguments supporting this perspective are contested, he concludes, ‘there is no question they have been influential’. He continues, ‘The basic liberal trade philosophy is constantly reiterated by government and private persons, even in the context of a justification for departing from it!’

From this orienting ‘liberal trade’ perspective, the most important economic policy questions for each nation-state are whether the national costs of ‘protectionist’ rules designed to favour domestic producers over foreign ones are worth the gains, with a background presumption that they are not. Brian Langille gives a useful summary account of this logic:

Under the classic formulation of the free trade problem, of national producers of goods for export, the logic of an internationalization of the division of labor and the gains from specialization necessitated an internal, domestic adjustment process. This is because the gains to domestic consumers from foreign trade will almost always be greater than the additional gains to domestic producers from purely domestic trade. … The policy choice for any individual state is, on the logic of the theory, clear—protectionism is not worth it.

At the level of the international trade regime, the main economic policy goal for liberal traders is building and enforcing appropriate regulatory mechanisms for distinguishing ‘protectionist’ local rules from ‘legitimate’ ones and policing the former—a policy goal that is becoming ever more complex as the focus of regulatory attention has shifted from tariff reduction to the elimination of other non-tariff barriers such as subsidies. The liberal trade approach foregrounds the counterbalancing of the advantages of national producers over foreign ones in different states and the corollary of slowing or limiting the ability of states to use law or policy to favour local producers over foreign ones in the broader context of what Langille describes as ‘multilateralism,
reciprocity, negotiation, and neutral enforcement. National gains and losses are measured against each other, while global welfare gains are presumed as the logical result of the system’s general discouragement or prohibition of national ‘protectionism’.

As an approach to the global welfare effect of local rules, the international trade regime has some serious disadvantages. Many background rules affecting global economic life remain out of focus—part of the background to ‘normal’ prices. The perspective from which foreign rules are evaluated is very narrow. A more comprehensive approach would require that we attempt to compare the economic effects of each legal rule against the costs and benefits of alternative legal arrangements on a global basis, rather than presuming that removing a local ‘distortion’ will always be welfare enhancing. More importantly, the trade-off framework for thinking about the legitimacy of local rules uses achievable inter-sovereign bargains as a proxy for global welfare. Coase helps us to see the limitations of treating sovereign interests, however modified by negotiation with one another, as a suitable measure of global welfare.

Further, once we start assessing local rules based upon their effects on global economic welfare as a whole, it becomes possible to imagine circumstances where transnationalised local rules might be better global regulatory tools than international rules from the perspective of global economic welfare. Such circumstances might arise when achieving consensus on a global rule is politically unfeasible or would involve very high transaction costs, or when the compromises necessary to reach global consensus on a rule lead to less effective regulation than existing local regimes and thereby reduce global welfare, or when the complexities or specificities of particular markets, industry sectors or local economic conditions make universal international rules of general application more costly than more particularised and targeted local rules due to over- or under-inclusiveness. Global banking and financial regulation might provide an example. It

32 For a very interesting and useful analysis applying Coasean insights to prescriptive jurisdiction in international law built on the notion that states may be better aggregators of individual preferences than the market or private litigation and that state preferences expressed through adoption of mandatory legal rules should not be lightly eviscerated through jurisdictional doctrines, see Trachtman The Economic Structure of International Law (n 13) 26–71.
33 See generally Braithwaite and Drahos Global Business Regulation (n 9) 511–12 (discussing examples of regulatory approaches based on national rules and harmonisation at the transnational level and identifying examples where national regimes have won out or national rules have become the basis for the global rule); Dan Danielsen, ‘How Corporations Govern: Taking Corporate Power Seriously in Transnational Regulation and Governance’ (2005) 46 Harvard International Law Journal 411, 417–20 (describing an example in which national rules transnationalised through private ordering led to higher standards than would have been achieved through a harmonised rule) (hereinafter Danielsen ‘How Corporations Govern’).
seems quite possible under current economic and political conditions that stricter local regulation in each of the G-8 or G-20 countries might produce a better (if imperfect) global architecture for financial regulation in a more timely way than the rules that might emerge from a multilateral negotiation attempting to establish a uniform global regime.34

Overall, the continued focus on national interests and sovereign rights in the disciplinary approaches of both public international law and international trade law makes it difficult to see beyond sovereignty, national territorial geography and state institutions to imagine what a global economic policy perspective of the type I am advocating might entail.

D. Global Power Asymmetries in a Global Policy Conversation

If, following Coase, we are to think about the local rules that have transnational effects from a new global perspective, beyond the sovereignty-focused frameworks embraced by public international law or the trade system, it is reasonable to ask what might be lost if we leave sovereignty behind. After all, organising the world’s political process in nation-states has had a significant emancipatory dimension, not only for populations in colonial territories that achieved self-determination, but also for individuals in nation-states who gained the rights and benefits of national citizenship. Nation-states have been and remain among the most effective institutions ever devised for making the political choices and trade-offs necessary to manage economic life, to plan for development and to provide for the social welfare of their populations. Politics within the sovereign frame has been, in many ways, better politics than anything that came before.

The globalisation of economic life has placed these achievements under enormous pressure. Local politics is no longer effective politics when policy decisions taken and rules made in faraway places can swamp local policy initiatives. Beyond questions of effectiveness, moreover, the disciplinary focus on formal sovereign equality within public international law and international trade law renders real substantive differences among sovereigns as to bargaining power and the ability to influence economic activity with their local rules harder rather than easier to assess. Take the evaluation of extraterritorial exercises of jurisdiction as an example. Under the international rules of prescriptive jurisdiction, efforts to exercise jurisdiction outside one’s territory are lawful if they are ‘reasonable’ and linked to one of five recognised legal bases for sovereign jurisdiction.35 Their reasonableness is measured by balancing their importance against a range of factors

34 Cf Braithwaite and Drahos, Global Business Regulation (n 9) 138–142 (noting that international co-operation in the context of monetary policy has been weak and that the most effective feasible alternative might be a tri-polar monetary regime based on the US dollar, the Euro and the Yen, in part because such a regime would rely on the co-operation of fewer parties than would be required for a global alternative like a world central bank).

35 See nn 22 and 23 above (describing the legal requirements for the lawful exercise of jurisdiction under international law).
relating to the interests and prerogatives of other sovereigns. We must recognise that there is an important equalising component here. As a formal matter, all sovereigns can exercise jurisdiction outside their territory on the same bases, and all have the same legitimate ‘interests’ and prerogatives when it comes to assessing the reasonableness of the extraterritorial assertions of other states. The difficulty with this framework is the enormous gap between the formal world of equal sovereigns it imagines and our actual world. This framework has nothing to say about the radical disparities of power between the states that can actually exercise jurisdiction abroad or command that other states acquiesce in their extraterritorial assertions and those that cannot. Nor does it reflect the de facto regulatory importance of foreign rules that affect domestic economies even absent formal jurisdictional application.

Consistent with examples already given, in the real world, assertions of jurisdiction by the US or China or Japan will be much more significant in terms of economic or behavioural effects on others than similar assertions of jurisdiction by Cambodia or Uruguay or Sri Lanka. Yet these asymmetrical differences in regulatory or economic effects remain outside the frame of traditional analyses of jurisdictional legitimacy. Further, the jurisdictional rules have nothing to say about the fact that the local rules of some economically important jurisdictions may have not only significant effects on other states but also significant global economic effects even when they are aimed primarily or exclusively at achieving domestic regulatory goals and are not formally applied or enforced outside domestic borders of the sovereign making them. My suggestion is that an institutionally supported habit of assessing the impact of local rules based on their global welfare effects might foster conversations far better able to confront and contest the substantive power imbalances that a sovereign frame tends to obscure.

Another example of the way formal sovereign equality makes power more difficult to address comes from international trade law doctrines relating to the regulation of subsidies and dumping aimed at addressing so-called ‘unfair trade’. While the possibility of imposing dumping duties or countervailing duties against imports from offending nations or firms may be formally available to all, the economic effects and consequences of the use of such remedies will vary dramatically depending on whether the remedies are deployed by an economically powerful country or an economically weak one. Indeed, it has often been remarked that organising trade negotiations around national governments gives far more weight to large national economies and the economic interests they are most likely to represent. The bargaining power of states representing large diverse...
economies and negotiating on behalf of ‘their’ economic actors is simply greater than smaller economies dependent upon trade access. The United States, the European Union and China can all use the WTO structure, which multilateralises bilateral bargains, far more effectively than Costa Rica or South Africa. At the same time, their capacity to strike separate favourable bilateral deals may also be stronger than smaller economies lacking the kind of economic power that might allow them to extract more of the gains from trade.39 In such circumstances it seems likely that organising the creation and evaluation of local rules affecting global economic life on the basis of bargains among formally equal and substantively unequal sovereigns risks entrenching and accelerating the divide between the haves and have-nots and between leading and lagging economic sectors with no assurance that such a structure can be relied on to lead to improvements in overall global welfare. As a result, a trade regime which roots the assessment of local rules in interstate bargaining without addressing substantive differences in bargaining power may do more to entrench than ameliorate power asymmetries.

While international trade lawyers are well aware of these power differences and their significance in the global economic order, the conceptual centrality of formal sovereign equality in their policy framework makes it difficult for these differences to be engaged directly. Of course, it seems possible to imagine that local regulators and policymakers might be encouraged to take the transnational economic effects of their rulemaking into account. But, we are much more accustomed to expecting if not requiring local regulators to act in ways that counter-pose interests ‘here’ with interests ‘there’.40 A shift to a more global economic policy perspective is unlikely to happen without the kind of institutional

39 Cf Sornarajah *The International Law of Foreign Investment* (n 12) 1–3 (arguing that the trend toward bilateral investment treaties arose out of the collapse of Third World cohesion around the ‘New International Economic Order’ in favour of competition between developing states over foreign investment from the developed world).

support and encouragement now enjoyed by the sovereignty framework. Only by rooting a focus on overall global welfare in the institutional structure of both public international law and international economic law regimes does it seem likely that a new global politics more attuned to global asymmetries in bargaining power could take hold.

In short, our most common international legal mechanisms for thinking about the politics of local rules are very often focused on defending local sovereignty or ameliorating conflicts among sovereigns rather than global welfare. What is needed is a new global politics up to the challenges of our global economy. One step in that direction may be the emergence of an improved global vernacular for discussing and contesting the link between local decisions and global welfare, de-linked from sovereignty. It is here that Coase may be helpful, at least as a first step, and it is to Coase that I now turn.

2. A COASEAN ECONOMIC POLICY FRAMEWORK, THE TRANSNATIONAL EFFECTS OF LOCAL RULES AND THE LIMITS OF TRADITIONAL INTERNATIONAL LEGAL APPROACHES: WHAT IS TO BE LEARNED?

In this part, I explore how Coase's approach to ‘economic policy analysis,’ which attempts to assess the policy desirability of particular legal rules based on their relative economic effects on the value of production in an economy, provides a useful and revealing starting point for exploring the transnational economic effects of local rules from a new global vantage point. I introduce key elements of Coase's approach through a series of ‘maxims’ drawn from his work that help illuminate the regulatory and distributional significance of local rules in the global economic regulatory order as well as important aspects of the global economic regulatory order itself. In addition, I use Coase's work to explore more deeply the limits of the more traditional approaches to the analysis of local rules in an international context, including those introduced in Part 1, and to suggest why a new approach is needed.

For purposes of this analysis, I offer Coase's approach to economic policy analysis more as a useful perspective or orienting point of view than a functionally complete analytic methodology for making scientific or apolitical policy determinations regarding the correct legal rule in a particular situation. In doing so, I largely set aside, for purposes of this article, quite important questions and concerns about the viability of Coase's approach to economic policy as an analytic for directing policy decision-making at the transnational level. In fact, I am quite skeptical of such viability—both skeptical that a pure Coasean analysis of legal rules as he intended it to be done is either possible to accomplish or determinate in its outcomes, and skeptical that Coase's conception of social welfare is comprehensive enough to serve as an appropriate surrogate for global welfare when making global policy. Nevertheless, just as Coase's work shook up traditional
analyses of the role and effects of legal rules in national economic life, I contend that his insights remain a powerful and useful corrective to some of the most common international legal approaches to issues arising from the impact of local rules in the global economy, and for that reason are worthy of study and attention. In fact, it may be that in order to move beyond Coase’s significant insights to a richer and more robust understanding of the welfare consequences of local rules in the current global economic regulatory order and to more equitable, just and plural conceptions of global welfare and policymaking, we must work through Coase—as I now propose to do.

Maxim 1: Undesired economic effects on others are ubiquitous and inevitable in any economy. Assessing whether ‘harm’ results from those effects becomes a relative question when the effects are considered in relation to their impact on the economic system as a whole

In ‘The Problem of Social Cost’, Coase seeks, as he puts it, to examine ‘those actions of business firms that have harmful effects on others’. Through this somewhat humble formulation of the aim of his article, Coase suggests as a foundational premise that economic activity will inevitably cause ‘harmful effects’. While the term ‘harmful’ certainly does not suggest that these effects are desirable, Coase does not seem to attribute moral or ethical significance to their occurrence either. Rather than using the language of directional causality—A causes harm to B with the moral implication of blame and restitution—Coase simply suggests that firms ‘have harmful effects on others’. The use of the passive voice leaves open questions that are frequently the centre of attention in the context of legal notions of ‘harm’, such as whether the ‘harmful effects’ were intended or inadvertent, whether economic actors took the ‘harmful effects’ into account in the pursuit of their activities, and what, if any, legal or economic consequence should flow from the ‘harmful effects’. As such, Coase’s formulation seems to treat these effects as at once a mundane and ‘to be expected’ aspect of all economic activity and a central (if not the central) concern of economics as a discipline. In his introduction to The Firm, The Market, and The Law, he states:

It needs to be realized that, when economists study the working of the economic system, they are dealing with the effects of individuals’ or organizations’ actions on others operating within the system. That is our subject. If there were not such effects there would be no economic system to study. Individuals and organizations will, in furthering their own interests, take actions which facilitate or hinder what others want to do. They may supply labour services or withdraw them, provide capital equipment or decline to do so, emit smoke or prevent it, and so on. The aim of economic policy is to ensure that people, when deciding which course of action to take, choose that which brings about the best outcome for the system as a whole.

41 For the significance of Coase’s work to American legal thought, see n 4 above.
42 Coase ‘The Problem of Social Cost’ (n 3) 95.
43 Coase The Firm, The Market, and The Law (n 18) 27.
When Coase speaks of ‘harmful effects’ he has in mind situations in which the activities of one economic actor affect another in an undesired or adverse way. His examples mainly derive from the kinds of situations that arise in common law tort cases—smoke damage to homes from a nearby factory, crop damage from straying cattle, fire damage from sparks created by a passing railroad, disturbance from noise and vibration created by the operation of machinery in an adjacent building. But, in the passage quoted above, Coase makes clear that his notion of ‘harmful effects’ is not limited to traditional damage in tort. In fact, the passage suggests that quite ordinary economic choices, like selling or withholding one’s labour, or investing or withholding one’s capital, or allowing or prohibiting the use of one’s property by another, create effects that may be construed as beneficial or benign by some economic actors and ‘harmful’ by others. Further, to the extent that limiting or eliminating the ‘harmful effects’ on some economic actors may often be impossible without constraining the choices or activities of others, any attempt to avoid ‘harmful effects’ may also create ‘harm’ from the perspective of those whose freedom of action has been constrained. In other words, ‘harm’ as between the economic actors themselves is a relative concept based upon their respective points of view.

It is perhaps this recognition that one’s economic well-being and choices can be affected by the activities of others far away that is at the root of much anxiety about economic globalisation. In the twenty-first century it seems hard to deny that consumer choices regarding spending in the United States can have a tremendous impact on the economic well-being of manufacturing workers abroad. Or that wage rates paid by manufacturing employers in China can affect the wage rates and competitiveness of manufacturers in numerous other places in both the developed and the developing worlds. Or that the construction of a transnational oil pipeline by a consortium of oil producers can have dramatic effects on the economic, social and environmental well-being of people living along the pipeline’s path. Advocates of economic globalisation frequently assert that the integration of the global economy is ‘good for everyone’ based


46 See eg Kaplinsky Globalization, Poverty and Inequality (n 6) 132–5, 217–18.

on the theory of comparative advantage and its prediction of gains from trade. Whatever one’s views on the merits of the theory or the likelihood of gains from trade, experience and common sense tell us that with increased global economic integration comes an increased likelihood that economic choices made in one place will produce economic effects and relative winners and losers in others and that the gains and losses from any particular set of economic choices might be distributed across the globe in all sorts of unequal ways. At the simplest level, Coase’s notion that economic activity will frequently result in effects that are perceived by one or another constituency as ‘harmful’ is useful to the extent that it helps to bring these diverse transnational effects of economic choices in one place on welfare in others to the surface for exploration and analysis.

Moreover, if we were to imagine that economic actors in one place routinely produce economic effects elsewhere in the global economy, then the production by economic actors of transnational economic effects would not, in and of itself, be exceptional or stigmatising. The focus of analysis would shift from whether or not particular economic choices produce transnational effects to whether particular economic choices are better or worse from the perspective of their net effect on the global economy as a whole. As Coase puts this point more generally in the passage quoted above, ‘The aim of economic policy [would be] to ensure that people, when deciding which course of action to take, choose that which brings about the best outcome for the system as a whole.’ Such an approach to economic policy could move states and their economic actors to at least consider the possibility that while they might sometimes experience ‘harmful effects’ from the economic activities of foreign others, they are also likely to produce ‘harmful effects’ on foreigners as well, thereby putting into context the posture of outrage and indignation that often accompanies the idea of foreign ‘harmful effects’ at home. At the same time, perhaps situating those effects (both positive and negative) in the context of their impact on the greater global good might help to reduce fears of globalisation, while making states and economic actors more aware of the ways their actions shape the global situation as a whole.

48 See eg Paul Anthony Samuelson and William Samuelson, *Economics* (McGraw Hill, 11th edn 1980) 651 (‘[T]here is essentially only one argument for free trade or freer trade, but it is an exceedingly powerful one, namely: free trade promotes a mutually beneficial division of labor, greatly enhances the potential for real national product of all nations and makes possible higher standards of living all over the globe’). See also Peter Kenen, *The International Economy* (Cambridge University Press, 4th edn 2000) and Jagdish Bhagwati, *Protectionism* (MIT Press, paperback edn 1989).

49 Cf Hale ‘Coercion and Distribution’ (n 44) (emphasising that coercion is inevitable in all economic relations and suggesting that the important issue is how coercive power is allocated in a society through law and economic policy); Duncan Kennedy, *Sexy Dressing Etc* (Harvard University Press, 1993) 145–7 (hereinafter Kennedy *Sexy Dressing*) (suggesting that shifting the line between toleration and prevention in the law of sexual abuse of women by men would not eliminate coercion in gender relations but would alter the bargaining power between men and women).


51 Compare n 40 above (emphasising a zero-sum game approach).
As introduced in Part 1, the regime of public international law is not well situated to engage issues of undesired or harmful effects of economic actors on each other in this way. At the most basic level, the regime’s focus and raison d’être is the regulation of state behaviour vis-à-vis other states (and more recently, in the context of human rights, persons within a state’s jurisdiction or control). In fact, public international law leaves sovereigns free to permit or pursue whatever economic activity they wish within their territorial borders so long as the transnational effects of the activity do not breach an international obligation to another state or persons within their borders. For this reason, the transnational economic effects of behaviour by non-state economic actors becomes hard to cognise doctrinally, except to the very limited extent that such behaviour can be linked or attributed to a breach by an economic actor’s home state of an international legal obligation to the state where the undesired or harmful effects on other economic actors occurs.

When state responsibility is found to apply, the remedy is cessation of the breach by the breaching party and/or compensation to the state harmed by the breach. To the extent that the economic effects created by non-state actors are considered under the doctrine, the concepts of ‘injury’, ‘responsibility’ and the appropriate remedy are generally conceived in relation to the consequences of economic activity on affected states rather than other actors in the economic system or the system as a whole. For example, while in the context of cross-border pollution there is some doctrinal support for the attribution of state responsibility for harms created by private actors in one territory to a foreign state.
sovereign, the creation of undesired economic effects abroad by private economic actors at home is not generally understood to raise issues of state responsibility under international law. Further, because the focus of doctrinal attention is on whether or not there has been a breach of a sovereign obligation, the scope and consequences of the effects of economic activity on other economic actors becomes an inquiry only incidentally relevant to the questions of breach and possible compensation, but of no significance in its own right. Finally, the application of the remedial framework of cessation of the breach and compensation for harm seem to be framed in moral or punitive rather than economic terms. If a breach is found, a cessation of the breach or compensation is required without regard to the economic impact of the mandated remedy on the general welfare of the states parties, let alone the effects of the remedy on economic actors or states beyond the states parties’ borders.

Thus, as currently articulated, state responsibility doctrine is not well calibrated to recognise or analyse the prevalence or consequences of the vast majority of undesired or adverse transnational economic effects resulting from the activities of non-state economic actors. In fact, the situation may be even worse. State responsibility doctrine may well have the effect of directing our attention away from the role of economic actors themselves in creating ‘harmful effects on others’ by leading us both to expect that such effects are rare and to believe that they are only really significant when they involve state malfeasance. It might be better for global welfare if state responsibility doctrine were interpreted differently—perhaps a ‘broader’ interpretation of what gives rise to state responsibility with stricter penalties for damage caused by one state to another and/or a less restrictive approach to the attribution of damage caused by private actors to states.

---

56 For the paradigm case articulating this doctrine, see *The Trail Smelter (US v Canada)* [1941] 3 Rep International Arb Awards 1911, 1965 (holding in a case of transboundary air pollution that ‘under the principles of international law, as well as the law of the United States, no State has the right to use or permit the use of its territory in such a manner as to cause injury by fumes in or to the territory of another or the properties of persons therein, when the case is of serious consequence and the injury established is by clear and convincing evidence’).

57 See ILC Secretariat, ‘Survey of State Practice Relevant to International Liability for Injurious Consequences Arising out of Acts Not Prohibited by International Law’ UN Doc A/CN.4/384 (5 July 1985), para 413 (liability for injurious acts conducted by private actors rests with the private actor absent state involvement or complicity in the act). See also n 54 above. Cf United States Diplomatic and Consular Staff in Tehran (Judgment) [1980] ICJ 3 (finding that Iran was not responsible for the taking of the US embassy by private individuals, but that it was responsible for failing to take all reasonable steps to protect the embassy from seizure or to regain control of it in violation of an international obligation to do so); Oscar Schachter, ‘International Environmental Law’ (1991) 44 Journal of International Affairs 457, 488–9 (‘[I]t would be difficult, and perhaps impossible, to apply liability in its normal sense to the vast number of environmental harms that result from routine economic and social life’). But see ‘Report of the International Law Commission to the General Assembly’ 53 UN GAOR Supp (No 10) 366–431, UN Doc A/56/10 (2001), reprinted in [2001] 2 Ybk ILC 148, UN Doc A/CN.4/SER.A/2001/Add.1 (Part 2) (hereinafter ILC ‘Draft Articles on the Prevention of Transboundary Harms’) (seeking to create a framework of obligations in respect of environmental transboundary harms created by activities not in violation of international law).
Yet, it is not clear that either change in general approach would get us closer to enhanced global welfare. From a global welfare perspective, eliminating cross-border harms may not always be the right way to go. Coase suggests that the problem with state responsibility doctrine may be that it focuses on the wrong issues: territorial boundaries and inter-sovereign harms rather than a collective responsibility to enhance general global welfare, which may require, in some circumstances, that inter-sovereign harms be tolerated in the interest of the broader global good.

Maxim 2: If the ordinary pursuit of self-interested economic activities by economic actors will inevitably result in limitations on what other economic actors would like to do, then a general economic policy presumption in favour of correcting, through regulation or compensation, ‘harmful effects on others’ (or what is more generally referred to in welfare economics as ‘externalities’) whenever they occur is neither feasible nor desirable. Rather, if the production of such ‘harms’ is the joint result of productive economic activity, then the issue for economic policy should be avoiding the more serious harm vis-à-vis the system as a whole.

Through his critique of two important concepts in mainstream welfare economics, externality and the distinction between the ‘private’ and ‘social product’ of economic activity, Coase advocates a change in perspective with regard to the proper role of law in relation to ‘harmful effects’ in an economy. Like ‘harmful effects on others’, Coase sees ‘externalities’ as unexceptional by-products of modern social and economic life.58 He states:

The concept of ‘externality’ has come to play a central role in welfare economics, with results which have been wholly unfortunate. There are, without question, effects of their actions on others (and even on themselves) which people making decisions do not take into account. But, as employed today, the term carries with it the connotation that when ‘externalities’ are found, steps should be taken by the government to eliminate them. … To prevent it being thought that I shared the common view, I never used the word ‘externality’ in ‘The Problem of Social Cost’ but spoke of ‘harmful effects’ without specifying whether decision-makers took them into account or not. Indeed, one of my aims in that article was to show that ‘harmful effects’ could be treated like any other factor of production, that it was sometimes desirable to eliminate

58 For an argument that the problem of externalities is much more pervasive than economists generally suppose, in part because whether an ‘externality’ exists or not is a function of the background private law rules that are the implicit foundation of all economic relations, see Kennedy ‘Law-and-Economics From the Perspective of Critical Legal Studies’ (n 20) 466–8. See also Duncan Kennedy, ‘Cost-Benefit Analysis of Entitlement Problems: A Critique’ (1981) 33 Stanford Law Review 387, 389–400 (hereinafter Kennedy ‘Cost-Benefit Analysis’). For an analysis of the ‘externalities’ resulting from the national regulatory choices with transnational effects and the role of jurisdictional rules in determining whether particular effects will be treated as an ‘externality’ or not, see Trachtman The Economic Structure of International Law (n 13) 11–13.
them and sometimes not, and that it was unnecessary to use a concept such as ‘externality’ in the analysis in order to obtain a correct result.\textsuperscript{59}

Coase uses this idea of the ubiquity of ‘harmful effects’ in any economic system to critique the traditional Pigouvian notion that an ‘externality’ reflects an exceptional divergence between the private and social products of the economic activity at issue and that the state should intervene to require the economic actor causing the externality to internalise the costs of the harm by making the actor’s private costs equal to the social costs of the activity.\textsuperscript{60} Instead, Coase suggests that ‘harmful effects’ are more accurately understood as reflecting the reciprocal or joint costs of the pursuit by different actors of economic activities producing inter-connected economic effects. Describing the paradigmatic case of smoke emitted from a factory having ‘harmful effects’ on neighbouring properties, Coase states:

The economic analysis of such a situation has usually proceeded in terms of a divergence between the private and the social product of the factory, in which economists have largely followed the treatment of Pigou in \textit{The Economics of Welfare}. …  

\ldots 

The traditional approach has tended to obscure the nature of the choice that has to be made. The question is commonly thought of as one in which A inflicts harm on B and what has to be decided is, How should we restrain A? But this is wrong. We are dealing with a problem of a reciprocal nature. To avoid the harm to B would be to inflict harm on A. The real question that has to be decided is, Should A be allowed to harm B or should B be allowed to harm A? The problem is to avoid the more serious harm.\textsuperscript{61}

By re-conceptualising the ‘harm’ in the paradigmatic nuisance case from harm inflicted by the factory on the neighbouring properties, to the reciprocal costs of the pursuit of two (presumably) socially useful economic activities—in this case, factory manufacturing and residential or other non-industrial uses of property—all the costs become in some sense ‘social’, as does the decision as to how best to allocate those costs to maximise social welfare. As Coase puts it:

\textsuperscript{59} Coase \textit{The Firm, The Market, and The Law} (n 18) 26–27.
\textsuperscript{60} As Coase suggests in the quotation linked to n 61 below, the British economist Arthur Cecil Pigou’s notion that ‘externalities’ reflected in the divergence of private and social costs of an economic activity could be corrected through a mixture of taxes and subsidies that would cause the externalised costs to be internalised was widely influential in the field of welfare economics and one that Coase sought to challenge in ‘The Problem of Social Cost’. For an argument that Coase unfairly mischaracterised Pigou as an advocate of government intervention in every case involving an externality, see AW Brian Simpson, ‘Coase v Pigou Reexamined’ (1996) 25 \textit{Journal of Legal Studies} 53.
\textsuperscript{61} Coase ‘The Problem of Social Cost’ (n 3) 95–96.
When an economist is comparing alternative social arrangements, the proper procedure is to compare the total social product yielded by these different arrangements. The comparison of private and social products is neither here nor there.62

While Coase devotes a significant portion of 'The Problem of Social Cost' to a critique of the Pigouvian tradition of welfare economics, for our purposes the most important element of Coase's analysis in this regard is his conclusion. As he puts it:

What is needed is a change of approach. Analysis in terms of divergences between private and social products concentrates attention on particular deficiencies in the system and tends to nourish the belief that any measure which will remove the deficiency is necessarily desirable. It diverts attention from those other changes in the system which are inevitably associated with the corrective measure, changes which may well produce more harm than the original deficiency. ... Economists who study problems of the firm habitually use an opportunity-cost approach and compare the receipts obtained from a given combination of factors with alternative business arrangements. It would seem desirable to use a similar approach when dealing with questions of economic policy and to compare the total social product yielded by alternative social arrangements.63

The Pigouvian tradition in welfare economics against which Coase's analytic is aimed—that economic activity by actors resulting in unwanted or harmful effects on other actors is exceptional and necessarily problematic and that harms once identified should be addressed by the state by forcing the actors causing the harm to internalise the full costs of their economic activity—remains prevalent in the analysis of 'harmful effects' at the transnational level. We explored one example in connection with state responsibility doctrine. As we saw, state responsibility doctrine focuses on determining which state is responsible for the transboundary harm and on mechanisms requiring that state to internalise the costs of the harm by causing the cessation of the offending activity and making reparations to the injured state for the harm.64 The bilateralised conception implicit in this Pigouvian frame makes it terribly difficult to analyse these cross-border effects from the perspective of their impact on general welfare or what Coase calls 'the system as a whole', even the system formed by the interconnected economies of two states let alone a globalised understanding of the broader effects of the harm and/or its remedy. It seems possible that state responsibility doctrine—with its general approach of requiring compensation in those rare cases where the transboundary effects of private economic activity are deemed substantial enough to constitute a breach of an international legal norm while allowing the vast majority of transboundary effects of economic actors on one another to fall below the line of doctrinal scrutiny—will turn out to enhance global

---

62 Ibid, 142.
63 Ibid, 154.
64 See generally ILC 'Draft Articles on Responsibility of States' (n 24).
welfare. Coase’s analysis gives us good reasons to be skeptical, but current state responsibility doctrine neither mandates nor encourages us to find out.

The continuing prevalence of Pigouvian tendencies can also be seen quite clearly in the context of international environmental law in the so-called ‘polluter pays principle’, which seeks to require states to internalise the costs of their transboundary pollution and compensate those deemed injured by it.65 While in some cases there may be good economic justifications for requiring firms (or states) to bear the cost of their productive activities (including any ‘harmful effects on others’), Coase’s notion that harmful effects or externalities are often the joint product of diverse economic activities rather than circumstances of unidirectional causation in which ‘A inflicts harm on B’ helps to remind us that when approaching questions such as ‘Who caused “harm” to whom?’ and ‘Which “costs” are “production costs” and who should “internalise them”?‘ in the context of the global economy, we are engaged in more than a simple factual determination of causal attribution. Embedded in such attributions are policy choices with implications not only for the parties themselves but for the broader ‘system as a whole’, however that system may be construed.

Take, for example, the tremendous increase in emissions of greenhouse gases from China and India in recent years. Are the transnational effects of these emissions best understood as production costs attributable to China and India? As the costs of outsourcing and off-shoring production by Western firms for Western markets to Eastern locales? As the costs of low environmental standards in China and India? As the costs of high environmental standards in the US, Europe and Japan? As the cost of lower technological standards for manufacturing in China and India? As the cost of ever-increasing demands by customers in the West for Chinese and Indian manufacturers to produce the same goods at lower prices? In thinking about the complex and multidirectional transnational forces producing the current location of particular forms of production and pollution in China, India and other parts of the developed and developing worlds, it seems somewhat arbitrary (or at least insufficiently attentive to the actual dynamics of the global economy) to designate the transboundary pollution that emanates from Chinese and Indian plants as ‘harm’ inflicted by China and India on the rest of the world, the full costs of which China and India should internalise as part of *their* costs of

65 See Philippe Sands, *Principles of International Environmental Law: Volume 1 Frameworks, Standards and Implementation* (Manchester University Press, 1996) 213 (‘The polluter-pays principle is the requirement that the costs of pollution should be borne by the person responsible for causing the pollution and consequential costs’); Hakan Nordstrom and Scott Vaughan, *Trade and Environment* (Special Studies No 4, WTO 1999) 2 (‘In the best of all worlds, governments would use proper environmental policies to “internalize” the full environmental costs of production and consumption—the “Polluter Pays Principle”’) (emphasis in original); Candace Stevens, ‘Interpreting the Polluter Pays Principle in the Trade and Environment Context’ (1994) 27 *Cornell International Law Journal* 577 (proposing a framework for a new principle aimed at internalising costs to protect transboundary environments).
production. A Coasean perspective would lead us to resist the temptation to avoid the complex welfare and policy choices implicit in notions of causation, blame and compensation embedded in the polluter pays principle by exploring the impact of the current allocation of costs and benefits of production, pollution, economic growth and low-cost products on global welfare as a whole. It might be the case that a global policy that resulted in allocating the costs of transboundary pollution emanating from China and India to those countries (or their economic producers) would be more likely to lead to a greater increase in global welfare. Or it might turn out that costs should be allocated based on consumption rather than production or that some division of costs among all affected constituencies may prove to be best if the relative impact of possible alternative policy arrangements on the global system as a whole were taken into account.

The point here is not to suggest that the application of the polluter pays principle is wrong in any particular case. Rather, Coase’s analysis of externalities and policy responses challenges us to test the soundness of any general tendency toward a Pigouvian policy presumption in favour of correcting transnational externalities whenever they occur. Instead, he urges us to see the constructed nature of the concepts of ‘externalities’ and ‘social’ versus ‘private’ costs and the potential pitfalls of attempting to avoid hard questions of economic policy by treating economic effects as ‘caused’ by one party and ‘inflicted’ on another, when they often may be more accurately understood as resulting from the economic activities of all affected parties. It is important to recognise here that Coase is not suggesting that because ‘harm’ may be jointly caused, all actors are somehow equally culpable or policymakers should be neutral in their assessment of harms and appropriate responses. Rather, properly understood, Coase is arguing that there is no ‘neutral’ policy position vis-à-vis harms and responses because implicit in any doctrinal attribution of
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directional causality in circumstances where causes are multiple and complex, are policy choices with material and distributional consequences not only for the parties most directly involved but also for the broader system. As such, in Coase’s view, the goal of economic policy is to endeavour to make the policy choice that seems most likely to lead to the greatest good (or the least harm) for the system as whole, which may, in some circumstances, mean leaving the losses where they lie. As will be discussed below, in any such calculus, conceptions of ‘harm’ and ‘good’ may (and often should) incorporate notions of social welfare a good deal broader than the limited notion that Coase employs in his work. Nevertheless, Coase’s perspective seems a useful one for highlighting the responsibility of policymakers for the economic consequences of their choices when considering appropriate policy responses to a wide range of transnational harms, from terrorism to tax evasion.67

A similarly Pigouvian perspective can be found in the international trade regime, particularly in the trade law doctrines designed to address so-called ‘unfair trade’ introduced in Part 1. While generally extolling the global benefits of increased market integration through the reduction of tariffs and non-tariff barriers to trade, the WTO Agreements nevertheless permit nations under certain circumstances to impose compensatory tariffs or duties under the dumping and subsidies regimes when low-priced foreign products are deemed to cause the requisite level of ‘injury’ to import-competing domestic producers.68 These remedial regimes, particularly the dumping regime and to a lesser extent the subsidies regime, are considered controversial and perhaps counter-indicated by many trade theorists because of the expectation that the practices giving rise to the low-priced goods will be temporary and often self-correcting through competitive market forces and that the benefits of the low-priced goods to local consumers often will be greater than the harm to local producers.69 Only by presuming sovereigns to be

67 One of the most interesting characteristics of law and economics scholarship has been the breadth of legal issues and rules to which economic approaches have been applied. See eg Posner Economic Analysis of Law (n 4) 23–24 (asserting that a significant characteristic of the ‘new law and economics’ is its tendency to apply economic analysis to areas of law that do not regulate economic relationships). See also Gary S Becker, The Economic Approach to Human Behavior (University of Chicago Press, 1976); Gary S Becker, A Treatise on the Family (Harvard University Press, enlarged edn 1991); Gary S Becker, Accounting for Tastes (Harvard University Press, 1996). A growing body of literature is emerging regarding the application of Coasean insights to diverse international legal issues. See sources listed in n 13 above. My hope is to inspire that literature to grow to include a broader array of issues of transnational regulation and governance.


69 See eg Langille ‘Fair Trade is Free Trade’s Destiny’ (n 28) 233–4 (noting controversy regarding the economic justification for ‘unfair trade’ regimes); Jackson The World Trading System (n 25) 248–55, 281–5 (discussing
adequate proxies for national welfare and inter-sovereign bargains as adequate proxies for global welfare can the international trade regime safely avoid confronting the issue of just who wins and who loses as a result of the ‘unfair trade’ rules in practice.

These remedial regimes in the WTO Agreements suggest the continued power and significance of Pigouvian notions of the need for compensating mechanisms to offset national harm from foreign activities. Without taking sides as to whether these regimes are justifiable on economic or other grounds, what is most significant about them for my purposes is their focus on balancing harms among domestic and foreign producers without requiring any specific analysis of the impact of either the disfavoured practices or the remedies on other affected national constituencies in the states directly involved or on global welfare as whole.70 It seems possible that the particular balance of national interests and harms embedded in these regimes was determined or assumed by the Members of the WTO to lead to a general increase in global welfare when they decided to include the regimes in the WTO Agreements in the first place. On the other hand, in light of the fact that the regimes are most frequently invoked by developed nations with large economies and that the remedies of compensating tariffs and countervailing duties are of limited efficacy when used by nations with smaller economies to deter the disfavoured practices of more powerful nations with larger economies, the inclusion of the regimes in the WTO Agreements may more likely reflect the asymmetries in bargaining power among the Member States rather than an affirmative determination that the regimes would increase general global welfare as a whole.71 In either event, Coase’s analysis of the joint nature of economic harms reminds us to be wary of assuming that the general application of remedies in particular cases will necessarily enhance the general welfare when the impact of those remedies on the economic system as a whole is taken into account.

Coase’s insights regarding the ubiquity of ‘externalities’ and his critique of the difference between ‘private’ and ‘social product’ provide us with a theoretical foundation and framework for a new approach to thinking about the transnational economic effects of local rules. To a certain extent, like economic actors engaged in the pursuit of their

70 See GATT, Art VI:6(a) (n 68); Anti-Dumping Agreement, Art 3 (n 68); Subsidies Agreement, Art 15 (n 68) (articulating the standards for a determination of actionable ‘injury’ under the anti-dumping and subsidies regimes). See also John H Jackson et al, Legal Problems of International Economic Relations, Cases, Materials and Text (Thomson/West, 5th edn 2008) 813–14 (explaining that the injury tests in both regimes require positive evidence based on an objective examination of the volume of unfairly traded imports, the effect on prices in the domestic market for like products and the impact of the imports on domestic producers) (hereinafter Jackson Legal Problems of International Economic Relations).

71 See n 38 above (regarding the way power asymmetries can be reflected in trade doctrines).
particular interests, local regulators, in pursuing their diverse parochial regulatory goals, ‘will take actions which facilitate or hinder what others want to do’. Some of the effects of these rulemaking or enforcing actions will be the intended result of the regulation (after all, the purpose of regulation is to shape behaviour), while others may be the by-products or unintended consequences of the local regulatory objectives as they ripple through the global economy. If the transnational economic effects of local rules, like the ‘harmful effects’ of normal economic activity, are both ubiquitous, and to some extent inevitable, then, by analogy, Coase’s approach would suggest that key aspects of economic policy analysis from a global point of view would be, first, identifying the economic effects (both harmful and helpful) of alternative legal rules and, second, weighing their relative impact ‘on the system as a whole’. Such an approach would seem to require a shift in analytic focus to the impact of the rules both on relevant transnational economic governance systems or regimes and on the total value of global production with respect to which analysis of comparative welfare trade-offs and relative winners and losers takes place.

Of course, limiting the authority or activities of any government through alternative international legal or other means could be perceived from the perspective of that government as ‘harm’. For example, a decision by the US Department of Treasury to increase the capital reserve requirements of US banks could be perceived by banks and businesses in many developing countries as harmful to the extent that the increased reserve requirements resulted in diminished available capital for lending in the developing world. At the same time, an attempt by some international body like the International Monetary Fund or consortium of countries like the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) or the G-20 countries to standardise rules for capital reserve requirements for banks at lower levels in order to alleviate the possibility of capital shortages in the developing world might be perceived as ‘harmful’ by the US to the extent that it believed such lower reserve requirements put the Treasury and consumers at risk by allowing too much leverage in US banks.
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72 Coase The Firm, The Market, and The Law (n 18) 27.
73 For a discussion of ‘possible’ ‘externalities’ resulting from regulation in one state on others, see Trachtman The Economic Structure of International Law (n 13) 11–13.
74 Ibid.
75 See n 7 above.
76 Cf Joel P Trachtman, 'Unilateralism, Bilateralism, Regionalism, Multilateralism and Functionalism: A Comparison with Reference to Securities Regulation' (1994) 4 Transnational Law and Contemporary Problems 69, 82–85 (hereinafter Trachtman ‘Unilateralism, Bilateralism, Regionalism’) (discussing a range of reasons why countries may differ substantially in their domestic goals for securities regulation, making universal securities rules difficult to achieve or inappropriate and leading to various levels of deference and co-operation); Stephen J Choi and Andrew T Guzman, ‘National Laws, International Money: Regulation in a Global Capital Market’ (1997) 65 Fordham Law Review 1855 (arguing that a global regime for regulation of capital markets characterised by greater territorial limits on national securities regulation would allow for the differentiation of national securities markets and greater global mobility of capital).
Seeking to assess these conflicting conceptions of ‘harm’ would require us to analyse the transnational effects of each rule in relation to the relative impact of alternative social arrangements. In the transnational context, such alternative social arrangements might include altering the original rule to reduce its ‘harmful effects’ on global economic welfare, adopting an international rule that could accomplish similar regulatory aims at lower global cost, undertaking ameliorative regulatory measures by individual affected constituencies to limit the ‘harmful effects’ with the goal of eliminating the global ‘harmful effects’, making adjustments to the ‘harmful effects’ of the initial rule through market transactions by affected economic actors, and many others—or, perhaps doing nothing to reduce the ‘harmful effects’ if the total global cost of all the possible alternative arrangements exceeds the cost resulting from the ‘harmful effects’ of the original or contemplated rule.

Such an analytic approach would shift our perspective from that of the traditional role of the Pigouvian welfare economist trying to discern what might be understood as the divergence between the ‘private’ (or ‘national’) and ‘social’ (or ‘global’) product of a particular legal rule, and devising the appropriate level and means of compensation for eliminating that divergence, to one of endeavouring to compare the relative economic effects of the status quo rule scheme and alternative rule schemes on total global welfare and choosing the rule that seemed most likely to produce the most positive effect on global welfare as a whole. Much like a businessperson would attempt to weigh the relative opportunity costs of alternative deployments of economic resources in a firm in light of his or her best assessment of the relevant facts and circumstances in order to decide upon the best deployment of resources for the firm as a whole, local and global policymakers informed by Coase’s insights and perspective would endeavour to articulate the relative opportunity costs of alternative legal and policy arrangements based on their best assessments of the relative impacts of such arrangements on global welfare, in order to make more informed decisions as to which legal arrangement might be most likely to enhance (or least likely to reduce) global welfare as a whole.

The point here is that a Coasean perspective helps us to see myriad possible global policy options for engaging the transnational ‘harmful effects’ of a local rule that fall outside the doctrinal and remedial scope of the traditional international legal frameworks we have explored, that may nevertheless be welfare-enhancing from the perspective of the globe as a whole. Many of these policy options might be politically unfeasible or lack the necessary institutional mechanisms to bring them about, but that does not detract from the possibility that they might nevertheless be a good idea. In fact, if the anticipated welfare gains of some of these possible policy options or approaches were large enough, the fact that available institutions could not bring them about might lead diverse global constituencies to focus on addressing the apparent deficiencies in the current global economic governance regime through institutional innovation and reform.
Of course, if the anticipated global welfare costs of addressing the regulatory ‘harmful
effects’ were higher than the global benefits of eliminating them, the losses and gains of
the status quo might well fall unevenly on some constituencies. In this way, Coase’s
approach also helps us to remember that all regulatory policy choices produce relative
winners and losers and to expose to scrutiny and contestation the often unstated premise
of many international regulatory regimes, namely, that the regimes produce universal
welfare gains without cost. By focusing attention on the real costs to some global
constituencies implicit in even the most broadly welfare-enhancing regulatory regimes,
Coase’s framework makes more transparent the political and normative choices
embedded in these transnational regulatory choices. Such choices could include the choice
of placing national sovereignty prerogatives ahead of global welfare concerns in respect
of particular local rules or the decision that ‘harmful effects’ can be ‘resolved’ by
compensation to the state deemed to be harmed without consideration of the impact of
that determination on other affected constituencies or on global welfare as a whole.

Maxim 3: Assessing the consequences of and appropriate policy responses to ‘harmful effects’
that are the joint product of independent economic activities requires the economic policy
analyst to take a position on what constitutes the general welfare and how it could best be
maximised.

Perhaps the most significant consequence of Coase’s shift from analysing economic harms
through a doctrinal lens focused on the attribution of causation and the determination
of an appropriate regulatory response to a framework focused on assessing ‘harms’ and
possible alternative remedial arrangements by comparing the relative effects of the
original ‘harm’ and available alternative arrangements on the economic system as a whole
is that it requires the policy analyst not only to articulate the policy but also to articulate
(and defend) the criteria against which the applicable policy will be measured—in other
words, to take a position on what ‘the best outcome for the system as a whole’ would be.
For purposes of his economic policy framework, Coase assumes that ‘the best outcome
for the system as a whole’ is ‘equivalent to maximizing the value of total production’.
While Coase uses the maximisation of the value of total production as a surrogate for
social welfare as a whole, he does so conscious of the fact that his conception is a limited
one. As he puts it,

In this article, the analysis has been confined, as is usual in this part of economics, to
comparisons of the value of production, as measured by the market. But it is, of course,
desirable that the choice among different social arrangements for the solution of economic
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problems should be carried out in broader terms than this and that the total effect of these arrangements in all spheres of life should be taken into account. As Frank K. Knight has so often emphasized, problems of welfare economics must ultimately dissolve into a study of aesthetics and morals.79

Recognising that any formulation of what might constitute ‘general social welfare’ would be both highly contested and contestable, the idea that policymakers should nevertheless orient themselves toward some conception of the general welfare when devising policy responses to particular economic or social problems or ‘harm’s seems a relatively uncontroversial one in the context of local or national policymaking despite the frequent interventions of ‘special interests’ in the policymaking process.80 With varying degrees of legitimacy or persuasiveness, local and national political processes strive to articulate some conception of ‘the national interest’—or, with respect to sub-state political units, ‘the public interest’—as a rough rubric against which the soundness of policy initiatives can be measured and in the name of which policy choices can be justified.

From the examples we have considered thus far—from state responsibility doctrine in public international law to the polluter pays principle in international environmental law to the dumping and subsidies regimes in international trade law—it would seem that often the conception of general welfare at work in international legal analyses of transnational ‘harmful effects’ is focused on the prerogatives and balance of harms between sovereigns without any specific attention to the impact of the ‘harm’s or their legal resolution on non-state constituencies or global welfare more broadly in either the economic sense of the total social product or in the broader sense of what Coase calls ‘a study of aesthetics and morals’.

A particularly dramatic example of this tendency can be found in the International Court of Justice’s Advisory Opinion on the Use and Legality of Nuclear Weapons.81 In that case, in the face of a number of passionate and diverse dissenting opinions, a majority of the Court determined that it could not rule out the possibility that when the very existence of a sovereign was at stake, the sovereign right to self-defence could include the use of nuclear weapons, even if such use would produce catastrophic effects and perhaps the annihilation of other non-belligerent sovereigns and their populations.82 My point here

79 Coase ‘The Problem of Social Cost’ (n 3) 154.
80 See Paul B Stephan, ‘Accountability and International Lawmaking: Rules, Rents and Legitimacy’ (1996–7) 17 Northwestern Journal of International Law & Business 681 (hereinafter Stephan ‘Accountability and International Lawmaking’) (contrasting domestic lawmaking in democratic societies, where mechanisms for holding lawmakers accountable to their constituents generally exist, to international lawmaking processes where mechanisms for holding lawmakers accountable to broader public interests are significantly weaker with possible adverse consequences for global welfare).
82 Ibid, 266.
is not to condemn the Court for its ruling, but rather to suggest the tremendous continuing power of a sovereigntist point of view in international legal thought. If sovereign prerogatives (admittedly under quite extreme and limited circumstances) can create a legal privilege for the creation of ‘harmful effects on others’ so large as to include total annihilation, it would seem safe to conclude that a national sovereignty perspective as a trump on a perspective based on global welfare as a whole is pervasive in the international legal mindset.

To be fair, one might reasonably assert that international legal doctrines that pragmatically attend to balancing sovereign interests and prerogatives or international trade doctrines that permit sovereigns to create economic defences to perceived ‘unfairness’ in the behaviour of trading partners, even if they will result in disproportionate benefits and burdens on diverse global constituencies in some cases, are animated by a belief that they will ultimately enhance global welfare as a whole by reducing sovereign conflict and preserving peace and security or contributing to the smooth functioning and stability of the global trading system. Such a belief might reflect a ‘global welfare perspective’ of sorts, although a perspective on the general welfare no less limited or partial than Coase’s use of ‘the value of total production’. But an important distinction between Coase’s economic policy approach to assessing ‘harmful effects on others’ and the international legal approaches we have explored so far is that in Coase’s framework, all ‘harms’ are assessed in relation to their relative effects on ‘the value of total production’. By contrast, to the extent that global welfare conceptions such as ‘global peace and security’ or ‘the stability and functioning of the global trading system’ are animating international legal analyses at all, they are operating only indirectly, at most as background presumptions, but not as central aspects of the analytic frameworks themselves. From this vantage point, Coase’s framework seems to invite critique, contestation and alternative conceptions of social welfare into being by placing a self-consciously partial conception of social welfare at its centre, while the common international approaches we have explored seem to create the opposite result—narrowing our view to the interests and concerns of the sovereigns directly involved in the matter at issue.

Moreover, at the transnational level, it is commonplace to assume that international regimes are good for the world as a whole—perhaps simply by virtue of the fact that they are transnational in scope or multilateral in form—even if we know that not every nation benefits (or benefits equally) from most international regulatory regimes and institutions.\(^83\) To return to an earlier discussion of power and the limits of formal sovereign equality, it is no secret that different states are differently situated in terms of powers and opportunities to influence the UN system or to reap the benefits of its activities and that states with large economies and sophisticated administrative
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bureaucracies are more able to use the remedial processes and to influence rulemaking in the WTO system than are states with small economies or more limited administrative capacity. Of course, general regulatory regimes cannot avoid creating at least some relative winner and losers, even if the scheme might from some standpoint improve ‘general welfare’. Even human rights conventions will produce costs that will doubtless be borne by some constituencies, even if it is customary to speak about human rights in the language of their common benefits to all mankind.84 Yet in the absence of some framework for engaging or challenging the effects of these regimes from ‘a global point of view’, it seems likely that general claims about the universal benefits of international regulatory regimes will remain expressions of ideology and conjecture and subject to critique in traditional international legal terms primarily from the perspective of preserving national sovereignty or, at most, enhancing the formal equality of states.

Perhaps the difficulty in formulating, articulating or defending a conception of ‘global welfare’ that might serve as a rough equivalent of ‘the national interest’ in a national context is not surprising. Global differences among states with respect to things like geographic size, income inequality, cultural values and preferences, economic power, political and institutional structure, population and diversity, level of economic development and many other factors may make it considerably more difficult to come to any even provisional consensus on what a ‘global welfare perspective’ might mean or entail in any particular context.85 Further, global institutional structures for international

84 See ibid, 3–35 (challenging the presumption that human rights produce global benefits without cost and calling for better mechanisms for pragmatically assessing the downsides of human rights strategies along with their benefits).

85 ‘The practical and political difficulties of developing a satisfying ‘global welfare perspective’ in a world of diverse interests and perspectives is similar to that which faced the generation-long effort of Myres McDougal and his colleagues in the ‘Yale policy school’ of international law during the 1960s and 70s. Their advocacy of a ‘world public order’ perspective proved very useful as a critical analytic and heuristic for identifying and enumerating practical factors and ethical considerations that would need to be taken into account in developing a realistic and ethically compelling analysis of international legal issues. In doing so, they sharpened our awareness of the limits of more conventional ‘formal’ or ‘positivist’ analytics, on the one hand, and the then fashionable ‘realism’ of political science, on the other. My own effort to foster a ‘global welfare perspective’ from which local and international policymaking might be assessed and contested shares a certain commonality with the broad analytic objectives of the McDougal effort to place conceptions of ‘world public order’ openly at the centre of international legal analysis: despite the very real complexities and difficulties implicit in the analytic perspectives, each seeks to use the debate generated around the perspectives to guide a more purposive and pragmatic approach to global policymaking. For an articulation of the main tenants of the ‘world public order perspective’ see Myres S McDougal and Harold D Lasswell, ‘The Identification and Appraisal of Diverse Systems of Public Order’ (1959) 53 American Journal of International Law 1, reprinted in Myres S McDougal et al, Studies in World Public Order 3 (Yale University Press, 1960). For a critical elaboration of these ideas, see Richard A Falk and Saul H Mendlovitz (eds), The Strategy of World Order, 4 vols (World Law Fund, 1966). For other examples of the complexities of mediating different national interests through international rules, see eg Trachtman ‘Unilateralism, Bilateralism, Regionalism’ (n 76) (differences in history, market structure and policy goals among states make universal rules for securities regulation difficult to achieve); Braithwaite and Drahos Global Business Regulation (n 9) 138–42 (noting that international co-operation in the context of monetary policy has been difficult due to different national policy needs and priorities).
rulemaking tend to be more attuned to achieving a balance of interests among the states or of the other interests they serve than a conception of the ‘global good’.86

Without seeking to limit the numerous other elements that might be relevant to a satisfactory definition of ‘global welfare’ in some objective sense (such as distributional equity, participation, freedoms and opportunities, happiness, satisfaction and quality of life, health and well-being, levels of economic development, sustainability, peace and security etc.), it seems reasonable to suggest along with Coase that one important element of ‘global social welfare’ would be the size of the total global social product and thus that one significant element of global economic policy analysis would be comparing alternative economic and social arrangements with a view to choosing one that would most likely result in a net increase in the value of total global production. Recognising its limitations, Coase’s definition of global welfare is nevertheless suggestive of what a ‘global welfare perspective’—however articulated—might add to our current analytic approaches to the impact of local rules in the global economy.

Moreover, it is important to recognise that Coase’s self-conscious choice of ‘the value of total production’ as his measure of ‘social welfare’ is helpful in highlighting the fact that all such general conceptions of welfare will be necessarily partial, political and the result of contested value choices. At the same time, Coase’s framework focuses our attention on the fact that under conditions of economic interdependence and the ubiquity of economic effects (both harmful and helpful) arising from the diverse ordinary activities of economic actors and local rulemakers on one another, it seems important to articulate some analytic perspective of the ‘global good’ that would facilitate, at least provisionally, the capacity both to recognise and to look beyond the interests of particular national governments, transnational regulators and economic constituencies in order to assess and debate the relative costs and benefits of particular economic activities or policy choices for the globe as a whole.87 It is this general orientation that I have in mind as the animating sensibility for what I am calling ‘a global economic policy perspective’. It is my contention that such a perspective will prove useful to regulators, scholars, activists and citizens committed to engage issues of regulatory policy, whether global or local, with a view to maximising ‘global welfare’ while helping us and them to remain cognisant of the fact that significant substantive differences will always persist as to what ‘global welfare’ should entail or where it might lead in respect of particular policy choices.

86 See eg nn 11 (noting the persistence of power asymmetries in international agreements) and 80 (asserting that international lawmaking processes may be less accountable to democratic oversight than national ones) above. See also Teubner ‘Global Bukowina’ (n 10) 3–28 (arguing that under current global conditions emerging forms of ‘private’ global law are reflective of the diffuse social processes and specialised social and technical fields that produce them rather than the interests of national sovereigns or of global society as a whole).

87 See n 14 above (noting a range of theoretical efforts to articulate a global economic policy perspective).
Maxim 4: Under real world conditions, legal rules shape the formation of economic institutions, the behaviour of economic actors, the allocation of resources and ultimately general welfare in an economy. Thus, analytic attention to the relative economic effects of alternative legal arrangements on general welfare under real world conditions of positive transaction costs is the core function of economic policy analysis properly understood.

So far, our analysis of Coase’s approach to economic policy has focused on his assertion that regular economic activity will routinely if not inevitably produce economic effects that will be undesired or ‘harmful’ from the perspective of one or more constituencies in an economy and that attempts by regulatory institutions (whether local or international) to eliminate the ‘harmful effects’ with respect to some constituencies may be perceived as ‘harmful’ by others. In addition, we have explored Coase’s notion that a key element of economic policy analysis is siting the ‘harmful effects’ (whether local or transnational) as well as policy efforts to eliminate them in the broader context of their net impact on general welfare measured as the value of total production with a view to choosing the policy path that leads to the lesser harm for the system as a whole.

We will now turn to that portion of Coase’s work for which he is most famous in both legal and economic circles—his analytic model for assessing how and under what circumstances legal rules will shape the formation of economic institutions (such as firms and markets), the behaviour of economic actors, and the allocation of the factors of production; when economic actors will address ‘harmful effects’ themselves through bargaining or market transactions and when they are unlikely to do so; and the significance of transaction costs in the structure of economic institutions, in the behaviour of economic actors and in the analysis of alternative legal rules from an economic policy perspective.

What is perhaps most striking about Coase’s analytic model for economic policy analysis is his emphasis on the centrality of law to the formation and structure of economic institutions, to the nature and content of economic decision-making and to economic policy as a disciplinary practice. As he puts it, ‘Economic policy involves a choice among alternative social institutions, and these are created by the law or are dependent on it.’ In fact, according to Coase a fundamental problem with mainstream micro-economic policy analysis is its failure to give sufficient or proper attention to the causes and character of the firms and institutions whose choices comprise the central focus of economic study and the role of law and legal institutions in shaping those choices. As Coase puts this point in his introduction to The Firm, The Market, and The Law:

What differentiates the essays in this book is not that they reject existing economic theory, which, as I have said, embodies the logic of choice and is of wide applicability, but that they employ this economic theory to examine the role which the firm, the market, and the law play in the working of the economic system.

One way to get a concrete sense of Coase’s notion of precisely how law is relevant to economic behaviour and the allocation of resources in an economy (and hence the centrality of law to the economic policy analysis) is to focus on his reformulation of the concept of a ‘factor of production’. According to Coase, while factors of production are most often thought of as physical things such as an acre of land or a ton of fertiliser, they are better understood as rights to perform or refrain from performing certain actions. Speaking of land, commonly understood as the quintessential example of a physical factor of production, Coase states:

We may speak of a person owning land and using it as a factor of production, but what the land-owner in fact possesses is the right to carry out a circumscribed list of actions. … This does not come about simply because of governmental regulation. It would be equally true under the common law. In fact, it would be true under any system of law. … If factors of production are thought of as rights, it becomes easier to understand that the right to do something which has a harmful effect (such as the creation of smoke, noise, smells, etc.) is also a factor of production. … The cost of exercising a right (using a factor of production) is always the loss which is suffered elsewhere in consequence of the exercise of that right—the inability to cross land, to park a car, to build a house, enjoy a view, to have piece and quiet, or to breathe clean air.

By treating ‘rights to perform certain actions’ as indistinguishable analytically from other factors of production, Coase relies on price theory to suggest that their acquisition,
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subdivision or combination will be driven by maximising value, in part through minimising costs, including transaction costs. He states:

If rights to perform certain actions can be bought and sold, they will tend to be acquired by those for whom they are most valuable either for production or enjoyment. In this process, rights will be acquired, subdivided, and combined, so as to allow those actions to be carried out which bring about the outcome which has the greatest value to the market. Exercise of the rights acquired by one person inevitably denies opportunities for production or enjoyment by others, for whom the price of acquiring the rights would be too high. Of course, in the process of acquisition, subdivision, and combination, the increase in value of the outcome which a new constellation of rights allows has to be matched against the costs to achieve that new constellation, and such rearrangement of rights will only be undertaken if the cost of the transactions needed to achieve it is less than the increase in value which such an arrangement makes possible.

… How the rights will be used depends on who owns the rights and the contractual arrangements into which the owner has entered. If these arrangements are the result of market transactions, they will tend to lead to the rights being used in the way which is most valued, but only after deducting the costs involved in making these transactions. Transaction costs therefore play a crucial role in determining how rights will be used.92

In this passage, Coase asserts that if factors of production, whether land or the emission of smoke, are understood as ‘rights to perform certain actions’ then, in accordance with basic micro-economic price theory, the arrangement and rearrangement of factors of production as rights should be organised, to the extent possible, through the self-interested bargaining transactions of economic actors in the context of markets.93

As Coase puts the point, ‘Markets are institutions that exist to facilitate exchange, that is, they exist in order to reduce the cost of carrying out exchange transactions.’94

In order to demonstrate how the effects of legal rules allocating factors of production like the right to emit smoke or the right to live free of smoke damage could be reallocated through market transactions among affected economic actors seeking to reduce costs and maximise the value of total production, Coase hypothesises a world in which such market transactions could occur without cost.95
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93 For a critique of the proposition that market allocations of resources are more efficient than rule allocations, see Kennedy ‘Law-and-Economics from the Perspective of Critical Legal Studies’ (n 20) 472–3. See also Guido Calabresi, ‘The Pointlessness of Pareto: Carrying Coase Further’ (1991) 100 *Yale Law Journal* 1211–16 (hereinafter Calabresi ‘The Pointlessness of Pareto’) (arguing that neither market nor non-market command systems are primary, but rather work in interactive symmetry in which each corrupts and alters the other in complex ways, making Pareto efficiency no guide to avoiding complex issues of distributional effects and policy, even in theory).
Using the example of straying cattle that destroy crops on neighbouring farm land (which he analogises to the example of factory smoke on neighbouring houses), Coase analyses how ranchers and farmers might address this issue under different liability rules if bargaining between them were assumed to be without cost. In this analysis, the assumption is that if the initial allocation of resources established by the legal rule is already optimal, then no bargaining will take place even in the absence of transaction costs and we would have a theoretical basis for concluding that the allocation of resources under the initial legal rule is already efficient. If, on the other hand, bargaining would take place in the absence of transaction costs, then the original rule (and its impact on resource allocation) would be suboptimal when compared to the bargained-for adjustment to resource allocations under conditions of zero-cost bargaining. From this perspective, if a reallocation of resources took place through a bargain struck between the parties, then the reallocation would necessarily result in an improvement on the allocation initially established by the rule in net social welfare measured as the value of total production. Based on this analysis, Coase concludes that, ‘in the absence of transaction costs, it does not matter what the law is, since people can always negotiate without cost to acquire, subdivide and combine rights whenever this would increase the value of production.’ This is the conclusion that has come to be known as the ‘Coase Theorem.’

Though it may come as a surprise to many readers, as Coase is perhaps best known in economic and legal circles for the so-called Coase Theorem, the purpose of Coase’s work is not to demonstrate the irrelevance of legal rules under theoretical conditions of zero-transaction costs. In fact, as Coase suggests in the following passage, such a purpose could not be further from his intention. As he puts it:

‘The Problem of Social Cost,’ in which these views were presented in a systematic way, has been widely cited and discussed in the economic literature. But its influence on economic analysis has been less beneficial than I’d hoped. The discussion has been largely devoted to sections III and IV of the article and even here has concentrated on the so-called ‘Coase Theorem,’ neglecting other aspects of the analysis. In sections III and IV, I examined what would happen in a world in which transaction costs were assumed to be zero. My aim in so doing was not to describe what life would be like in such a world but to provide a simple setting in which to develop the analysis and, what was even more important, to make clear the fundamental role which transaction costs do, and should, play in the fashioning of the institutions which make up the economic system.

The crucial goal for Coase, then, is the development of a framework to analyse the impact of legal rules on economic activity and the allocation of economic resources under conditions of positive transaction costs. Again in his own words,
When dealing with the problem of the rearrangement of legal rights through the market, I argued that such a rearrangement would be made through the market whenever this would lead to an increase in the value of production. But this assumed costless market transactions. Once the costs of carrying out market transactions are taken into account, it is clear that such an arrangement of rights will only be undertaken when the increase in the value of production consequent upon the rearrangement is greater than the costs which would be involved in bringing it about. … In these conditions, the initial delimitation of legal rights does have an effect on the efficiency with which the economic system operates. One arrangement of rights may bring about a greater value of production than any other. But unless this is the arrangement of rights established by the legal system, the costs of reaching the same result by altering and combining rights through the market may be so great that this optimal arrangement of rights, and the greater value of production which it would bring, would never be achieved.99

From this passage, we can discern the last step in Coase’s analytic framework—under real world conditions legal rules will have a significant effect on the allocation of resources in an economy and transaction costs can significantly limit or preclude the adjustment of resource allocations by interested parties through market transactions. His proposed analytic solution is to use the basic insights from his largely counterfactual zero-cost model to suggest a research agenda whereby economists and legal policy analysts would study, on a case-by-case basis, the effects of legal rules on resource allocations, the relative efficiency of those allocations and, in circumstances where inefficiencies were indicated, the likelihood of adjustments through bargaining by all interested economic actors, taking into account the magnitude and extent of the effects of transaction costs—where transaction costs include both the costs (and hence, the likelihood) of market adjustments through bargaining and the costs of implementing alternative legal arrangements. In such circumstances, Coase suggests that the efficiency of a legal rule scheme could only be analysed in relative terms through comparison with possible alternative rules schemes using a common methodology of anticipated economic effects on the value of total production.

Recognising the inherent complexity of any such analysis, Coase does not imagine that his analytic framework will necessarily lead to efficient rules. In fact, he expresses some doubt that in the presence of transaction costs perfectly efficient rules can be generated in real world contexts.100 Rather, the hope is that through empirical study using the assumptions regarding unavoidable joint costs of economic activity in an interdependent economy and a model that seeks to analyse the allocational effects of legal rules under conditions of transaction costs, economic and legal policymakers might better understand how particular legal rules could be designed to more closely approximate allocations of factors in the economy that would maximise the total value of

99 Coase ‘The Problem of Social Cost’ (n 3) 115.
production.\textsuperscript{101} What is called for is a theory that permits the comparison of alternative legal arrangements under conditions of positive transaction costs.\textsuperscript{102} As Coase puts it,

> Without some knowledge of what would be achieved with alternative institutional arrangements, it is impossible to choose sensibly among them. We therefore need a theoretical system capable of analyzing the effects of changes in those arrangements.\textsuperscript{103}


\textsuperscript{103} Coase The Firm, The Market, and The Law (n 18) 30.
In Coase’s view, ‘Economic policy consists of choosing those legal rules, procedures, and administrative structures which will maximize the total value of production.’

With some understanding of Coase’s ideas about the role of law and legal rules in the organisation of economic activity and the allocation of resources within an economy, we can now explore how Coase’s analytic model helps to query some of our more traditional conceptions of the significance of local rules for the global economic regulatory order and global welfare. At the most basic level, Coase’s general analysis of the role of law in economic systems, particularly under conditions of positive transaction costs, suggests that law is likely to play as significant a role in the structure of firms and markets and the allocation of resources and economic decision-making at the transnational level as it does in national or local economies. This insight helps to illuminate the role of local rules in the global economy in several important ways.

First, it helps us to see how, even in the absence of a sovereign’s express intention to produce extraterritorial effects or to create international rules through treaties or other international legal means, sovereign policy choices regarding ordinary domestic law rules—such as whether employment contracts are generally presumed to be ‘at will’ or ‘terminable only for cause’, whether to adopt or enforce a minimum wage, collective bargaining rights or a right to strike, whether and how to regulate the level of auto emissions or fuel efficiency for cars and trucks, whether and under what circumstances to enforce arbitration, choice of law or choice of forum provisions, or whether to require implied warranties, obligations of good faith or rights of rescission in commercial or consumer contracts, to name only a few—will shape the economic decision-making of transnational economic actors as they seek to reduce costs and increase returns in relation to the diverse range of local and international rules potentially applicable to their transactions. They might do so through the conduct of ordinary market transactions, or the creation of large, consolidated multinational firms, or the disaggregation of firms into networks of independent actors linked by complex contractual relationships, or the location, relocation or refusal to locate capital or other resources, facilities or operations in particular locales, or the attempt to influence the content of particular local rules directly or to contract around them, or through other strategies, institutions or

104 Ibid., 28.

105 It seems worth reiterating at this point that I am not suggesting either that Coase’s analytic model is an accurate description of the world or that it provides a determinate mechanism or methodology for making policy decisions regarding the relative efficiency of particular legal rules in a global context. Much ink has been spilled debating the validity of Coase’s analytic and its predictive capacity under theoretical and ‘real world’ conditions. See nn 20 and 101 above. However, my argument here is not contingent on resolving these debates. Rather my claim is a more modest assertion that Coase provides a vocabulary, a perspective and a general welfare orientation that can help us to see the place of local rules in the global economic regulatory order in new and potentially productive ways. It won’t tell us what to do, but it may help us to include variables in our analysis that might otherwise be missed and enable new political discourses and formations to engage these issues in ways more attuned to global welfare as a whole.
mechanisms. By helping to focus analytic attention on the diverse mechanisms of private ordering through which local rules 'travel' in the global economy, Coase's analytic model provides a useful theoretical framework for examining the role of private economic actors in shaping the impact of local rules in the global economic regulatory order which can supplement more traditional international legal analyses focused on the legitimacy of express assertions of extraterritorial jurisdiction by states and on the creation and enforcement of international law rules by states and international institutions.106

Moreover, following in the tradition of American Legal Realism, Coase's analytic attention to the fact that, in addition to so-called 'public law' regulatory regimes like antitrust, labour, tax, corporate, banking, securities or environmental law, basic 'private law' regimes such as contract, property and tort can be significant determinates of economic behaviour and the allocation of resources in an economy suggests that the range of local rules that might appropriately be the subject of global policy concern and analysis should be expanded beyond those traditionally understood to be regulatory or 'market distorting' rules to include the full range of public and private law rules that produce significant transnational economic effects.107


107 A sub-strand of the Progressive critique of legal formalism that came to be known as Legal Realism included important work focused on the importance of private law rules in the distribution of economic resources and welfare. See eg Hale 'Coercion and Distribution' (n 44); Robert Hale, 'Bargaining, Duress, and Economic Liberty' (1943) 43 Columbia Law Review 603; Cohen 'Property and Sovereignty' (n 44). See also Barbara H Fried, The Progressive Assault on Laissez Faire: Robert Hale and the First Law and Economics Movement (Harvard University Press, 1998) (tracing Hale's life and work, including his ideas regarding the economic significance of private law, as well as the critical legal scholarship that followed in his intellectual footsteps); William W Fisher III et al, 'The Critique of the Public/Private Distinction' in William W Fisher III et al (eds), American Legal Realism (Oxford University Press, 1993) 98–100 (describing the significance of the work of Hale, Cohen et al challenging the 'private' nature of 'private' law); Duncan Kennedy, The Stakes of Law, or Hale and Foucault!' in Kennedy Sexy Dressing (n 49) 83–125. While an enormous body of law and economics literature has been devoted to using economic analysis to improve the efficiency of private law rules, the significance of Legal Realist critique regarding the importance of private law background rules to the structure of markets and the distribution of wealth has had no significant effect on mainstream law and economic methods. See Kennedy 'Law-and-Economics from the Perspective of Critical Legal Studies' (n 20) 469–73. For an analysis of the significance of private law rules in shaping the behaviour of transnational economic actors, see Robert Wai, 'Transnational Liftoff and Juridical Touchdown: The Regulatory Function of Private International Law in an Era of Globalization' (2001–2) 40 Columbia Journal of Transnational Law 209, 233–8 (hereinafter Wai 'Transnational Liftoff'). For an effort to analyse international law issues by analogy to private law rules of property and contract, see Dunoff and Trachtman 'Economic Analysis of International Law' (n 13) 22–36.
Such a shift in focus on the range and ubiquity of local rules with transnational effects would offer a powerful counter-narrative to the common conception that the global economy is or should be beyond the scope of national regulation—a space in which the allocation and distribution of resources are principally determined by the competitive market transactions of self-interested private economic actors. The very notion of ‘free trade’ seems to imply (or at least invoke) a conception of the global economy as a realm of transnational economic activity largely free from the distorting effects of idiosyncratic national rules. In fact a principle aim of global market integration is the creation of ‘world prices’ that would function to allocate more efficiently global resources and move states and economic actors toward their natural comparative advantage. Yet, Coase’s analytic focus on the role of legal rules in the formation and structuring of firms and markets and the choices economic actors make as they bargain in relation to the rules to reduce costs and optimise the allocation of resources to their most productive use, suggests that prices and prices signals are themselves, in part, a function of the legal order. In particular, if firms are the product of local rules, and markets the result of numerous interactions of firms and other economic actors of diverse legal origins bargaining in relation to diverse and perhaps conflicting local private law rules and regulatory regimes, then we have to rethink the notion that the global economy either is or could ever be a kind of ideal unregulated market of private choice because no global sovereign or institutional authority has sufficient jurisdiction to regulate it. In fact, Coase’s framework suggests a much more disquieting conclusion—that the global economy is indeed highly regulated by a vast array of national and transnational rules even as the precise mechanisms of that regulatory order remain largely a mystery and out of reach of our current capacities for meaningful policy analysis or substantive revision.

A second aspect of Coase’s analytic model that makes it particularly useful for assessing the effects of legal rules is its scalability on the one hand, and its apparent detachment from geographic, political and institutional forms on the other. Much like micro-economic theory from which it is derived, Coase’s analytic model is built on theoretical bargaining by two arm’s-length economic actors negotiating a commercial transaction from which general premises are extrapolated about the behaviour of similarly situated actors across the economic system as a whole. Whether talking about the impact of factory smoke on neighbouring homes or of straying cattle on neighbouring farms, Coase’s examples suggest close geographic proximity between economic actors

108 See Jackson The World Trading System (n 25) 11 (‘The starting point for any discussion of policy in the international economic system of today is the notion of “liberal trade”, meaning the goal to minimize the amount of interference of governments in trade flows that cross national borders’).

109 See eg the sources listed in n 48 above. See also Tom Hewitt et al (eds), Industrialization and Development (Oxford University Press in association with the Open University, 1992) 151–66 (describing neo-liberal market and trade theory regarding price distortions and the aim of ‘getting prices right’ through global market integration).
and rules that are (or at least seem to be) ‘local’ in scope. At the same time, Coase’s analytic model, like price theory itself, seems to be infinitely scalable to the extent that under similar market conditions (including the presence or absence of transaction costs) and similar legal rules, it would predict economic actors to behave similarly. In this way, Coase’s approach draws our attention away from the jurisdictional scope, geographic origin or regulatory intention of the rules as well as the characteristics of the particular bargainers, the size of the relevant market(s), the number of market actors at issue, or the scale of the economic activity under study. In addition, Coase seems to minimise attention to the causal scope of the applicable rule under examination through his choice of examples (farmers and ranchers or factory owners and homeowners in adjacent properties) in which the effects of ‘local’ liability rules are presumed on ‘local’ actors and at the same time generalisable to the extent that economic actors similarly situated are presumed to behave in similar ways in respect of similar rules.

From the perspective of a lawyer, Coase’s apparent lack of attention to the relationship between the scale and location of the economic activity being analysed, the scope of jurisdictional authority for regulation of that economic activity, and the causal scope of the effects of the regulation(s) under analysis seem to be problematic if not crucial omissions. This seems particularly true if the economic activity is transnational in scope and multiple or even numerous legal authorities with diverse legal regimes might have (or claim to have) jurisdiction over some or all of the economic actors and/or some or all aspects of the economic activity under analysis. Yet, Coase’s shift away from the focus of traditional geographic and jurisdictional categories of legal analysis by measuring the impact of rules based on their economic effects helps to reveal potentially important disjunctures between the limits of political boundaries and economic ones. In fact, once we begin to imagine the class of constituencies economically affected by a local rule wherever they may be found as a potentially relevant sphere of global policy concern and analysis, it quickly becomes clear that there is no a priori reason to assume that the sphere of effect of any particular rule will always or even often coincide with the geographic boundaries or the jurisdictional authority of the state making the rule.

Take, for example, the corporate law of Delaware. As a legal matter, the rules establishing the governance and legal structure of Delaware corporations are state rules of Delaware, subject to the legislative, judicial and executive authority of the State of Delaware. At the same time, due to the number and the global scope and economic significance of the operations and activities of corporations subject to Delaware corporate law by virtue of being incorporated there, it seems hard to imagine that the economic
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110 For an analysis of conflicts of jurisdiction arising out of the effects of national rules in the transnational economy and mechanisms for addressing these conflicts, see Wai ‘Transnational Liftoff’ (n 107) 232–74; Trachtman The Economic Structure of International Law (n 13) 26–71.
effects of Delaware corporate rules do not extend beyond Delaware.\footnote{According to the Division of Corporations of the State of Delaware, more than 850,000 companies are incorporated in Delaware, including more than 50% of US publicly traded companies and 63% of Fortune 500 companies. See \url{www.corp.delaware.gov/aboutagency.shtml} (last visited 26 November 2009).} While it seems both possible and potentially useful for some purposes to attempt a Coasean economic policy analysis of the relative effects of particular Delaware corporate rules versus alternative rules on economic actors and the value of total production in Delaware, such an inquiry would hardly seem to tell us very much about the real world economic effects of either the Delaware rules or the possible alternatives given that so much of the economic activity of Delaware corporations takes place outside the geographic and express jurisdictional limits of Delaware. A national sovereign approach might focus on the effects of particular Delaware corporate rules versus possible alternative formulations on economic actors and the value of total production in the United States. Or, one might focus on the economic effects of Delaware corporate law wherever Delaware corporations have business operations or shareholders. Yet, taking seriously Coase's admonition that economic policy analysis requires the analyst to trace and measure all of the economic effects of alternative legal rules on the system as a whole, if the effects appeared or seemed likely to be global in scope, Coase's model would seem to call for an analysis based on the effects of the Delaware rules on economic actors in the global economy and the value of total global production.

Of course, there might be a number of reasons why an economic policy analyst assessing the relative efficiency of particular Delaware corporate rules as against proposed alternatives might rather focus on economic effects closer to home. One such reason might be that the rule is a state rule that presumably produces numerous benefits for Delaware as well as the United States and Delaware incorporated firms, and there is no transnational legal institution with the jurisdictional authority to impose an obligation on Delaware to change its corporate rules even if particular rules were determined to have an adverse effect on the value of total global production and hence on global welfare. However, the significance or usefulness of an inquiry into what the best rule scheme might be from the standpoint of global economic policy or welfare is not eliminated by the fact that the legal/jurisdictional scope of the Delaware corporate rules do not match their economic effects or that there are no extant political or institutional processes that could legally require Delaware to take account of or alter its rule scheme based on its global effects.

In circumstances like the ones described regarding Delaware corporate law, where the economic effects of particular local rules are likely to be significant and to extend well beyond the political boundaries of the jurisdiction making the rules, it seems quite arbitrary (or even possibly inappropriate) from the perspective of 'the system as a whole' to assume that those exclusively or even most interested in the content of the rule are
those politically responsible for enacting it rather than those by whom the effects of the rule are most strongly felt. In this way, Coase’s effects-based economic policy model sheds new light on important disjunctures between the transnational economic impacts of particular local rules and the political and institutional processes that create them that are difficult to see from a perspective focused exclusively on whether the particular rules are within the legitimate sovereign authority of the rulemaker. This new light, in turn, should reveal important information and knowledge about the actual structure and functioning of the global economic regulatory order, as well as help to lay a theoretical foundation for the contestation of certain particular local rules based on their adverse global effects in circumstances where the rules are neither illegitimate exercises of sovereign jurisdiction under applicable international law, nor trade distorting in ways that would make them suspect under applicable international trade law, nor clearly contrary to one of the limited number of specific international obligations that give rise to state responsibility for causing transboundary harm.

A third important insight from Coase’s analytic model regarding the significance of local rules in the global economy can be gleaned from the implications of Coase’s assumption regarding the impact on global welfare (in Coase’s terms, the value of total production) of bargaining behaviour by economic actors in the absence of transaction costs. If, as Coase suggests, private and social costs of interrelated economic activity are best understood as joint costs and, in the absence of transaction costs, such costs would be most efficiently allocated through bargaining by all interested parties, then it would be incumbent on both lawyers and economic policy analysts assessing the economic effects of a legal rule and possible alternative rules to try to identify and include not only the most obvious constituencies affected by the rule, but the full range of interests and effects that might spread through an economy, and to base their policy recommendations on which legal arrangement seemed most likely to result in or steer economic behaviour toward an increase in the value of total production for the economy as a whole. In other words, Coase’s model provides a theoretical framework for thinking about all of the possible economic effects (including what might more traditionally be described as ‘externalities’, as well as adjustments and resistances to those effects and the cost of alternative arrangements) that might result from a legal rule, as well as how the opportunity costs and economic benefits of related economic activity might be adjusted through bargaining, through a rule change, or through some combination of the two in order to achieve a result that was more likely to increase the total value of production.

Putting aside for the moment the question whether such an analysis of all the global economic effects of a particular legal rule could actually be accomplished, if the goal of Coase’s theoretical framework is to make claims (or predictions) about the relative efficiency of particular legal arrangements in the real world context of transaction costs, then use of the framework at the transnational level would seem to require a serious attempt to take into account the impact of the legal rule being analysed on all of the
constituencies potentially affected by it, wherever they may be located. Moreover, exclusion of any possibly affected constituency would only be justifiable under the model if there was a very good empirical reason to conclude that the rule’s effects with respect to that constituency either did not exist or were so insignificant that inclusion of the constituency’s interests would likely result in a de minimis effect on the allocation of resources and the value of total global production. While one might expect that this would sometimes be the case, there would seem to be no a priori reason to assume that it always or even frequently would be. In this way, Coase’s model challenges us to reject any policy in favour of presuming the territorial limits of local rules and, in circumstances where transnational effects may be present, to look broadly at the possible economic effects in an effort to identify all the constituencies sufficiently affected by the rules that, but for transaction costs, would bargain their interests in relation to the local rules that affect their welfare.

An example should help to demonstrate the usefulness of this perspective. Let us imagine that Brazil is considering a rule limiting the amount of land in the Brazilian rainforest that landowners may either deforest and convert to ranch land or rent or sell to ranchers for such deforestation and conversion. In a sense, Brazil’s rule regarding forest preservation is similar to a zoning rule limiting the lawful uses of property, in that it reflects an effort by government to shape the use of available land in particular ways through a limit on certain types of market transactions in property. Let us imagine further that current market conditions are such that, but for the deforestation restriction, many more owners of forest land would convert their land to ranch land or rent or sell their land to ranchers because current returns on ranch land are considerably higher than returns on forest land.

In such circumstances, it is important to recognise that the rule limiting the amount of forest land that can be converted to ranch land does not preclude bargaining between foresters and ranchers. Rather, the rule would have the effect of limiting the amount of land potentially available for conversion to ranching with a consequent increase in the price for that portion of forest land that could be rented or sold for ranching, until the price was just below the additional returns derived from the use of the land for ranching (including the costs of burning and clearing). As a consequence, the rule would function as a limit on the cost and range of available bargains between ranchers and foresters in a manner quite similar to the way in which other factors of production such as the amount of available land suitable for ranching versus foresting or the labour costs per unit of output for ranching versus foresting would create constraints with respect to which bargaining would occur.

One possible conclusion at this point in the analysis might be that the rule is ‘inefficient’ in Coasean terms, to the extent that the ‘public law’ rule regarding forest preservation limits the reallocation of rights in respect to the ‘private law’ property rules regarding the use and disposition of land in ways that reduce otherwise desirable market
adjustments that might have been made by ranchers and foresters in the absence of the rule. Yet if, as the Coasean model would seem to require, we expand our economic scale and frame of reference beyond the interests of ranchers and foresters in Brazil to all the constituencies that might be economically interested in the Brazilian forest preservation rule, it becomes apparent that without more analysis there would be no basis to conclude that the Brazilian forest preservation rule is inefficient from either a Brazilian or a global perspective, even if ranchers and foresters might have arrived at a different allocation of factors through bargaining in the absence of the rule.

If we expand the universe of potential bargainers, it seems likely that, in the absence of transaction costs, a number of constituencies both inside of Brazil and around the globe might be willing to pay foresters not to convert, rent or sell their land or ranchers not to ranch in order to help reduce global warming or the air pollution associated with burning and clearing the forests or to preserve indigenous cultural habitats or valuable species or medicinal plants contained in the forests. Whether such bargainers would be willing to pay more than the additional rents that would have been obtained by foresters from converting, selling or leasing their land or ranchers from additional ranching in the absence of the Brazilian forest preservation rule is an empirical one. In other words, when all affected interests are taken into account, it could be the case that the total value of Brazilian production or global production is more closely approximated by the Brazilian forest preservation rule than the equilibrium allocation of resources that ranchers and foresters might have reached on their own through bargaining in the absence of the rule.

Of course, when transaction costs and other institutional obstacles to bargaining are taken into account, it could well be the case that many global constituencies economically interested in the Brazilian forest preservation rule and the allocation of land resources between foresting and ranching in Brazil might be dissuaded or precluded from expressing those interests through bargaining or otherwise. But that doesn’t mean it might not be better from the standpoint of global welfare if they did. In this way, Coase’s assumption of zero-cost bargaining helps to remind us that beyond those national and economic interests most directly impacted by a particular local rule may be a whole vast array of additional global constituencies economically interested in the content of the rule. Moreover, in some circumstances, were their interests taken into account, we might reasonably conclude that the national gains of a particular rule were outweighed by the
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112 See eg Emilio F Moran, ‘Deforestation and Land Use in the Brazilian Amazon’ (1993) 21 Human Ecology 1 (arguing that, while global attention to the destruction of the richest biome on earth resulted in a slowing of deforestation, favourable credit policies for ranchers rather than population increases explain the continued deforestation of the Brazilian Amazon); Philip M Fearnside and William F Lawrence, ‘Tropical Deforestation and Greenhouse Gas Emissions’ (2004) 14 Ecological Applications 982 (asserting that for Brazilian Amazonia, the net impact of deforestation on global warming may be twice previous estimates). See also Christian Friis Bach and Søren Gram, ‘The Tropical Timber Triangle’ (1996) 25 Ambio 166 (arguing for a global tax and compensation scheme to create sufficient incentives for tropical forest states like Brazil to adopt sustainable forestry practices).
costs in terms of global welfare. Under such circumstances, the application of Coase’s approach may provide a theoretical basis from which foreign constituencies that are significantly impacted by legal rules might assert a legitimate interest in the content of those rules even if there is currently no extant institutional mechanism to take those interests into account. In this way, Coase’s model helps to provide a basis from which to challenge the current international legal balance in favour of sovereign rulemaking autonomy in the absence of sovereign waiver or express international legal limits with an alternative economic policy framework based on the impact of local rules on global welfare as a whole.

3. ENGAGING THE ISSUE OF POWER ASYMMETRIES IN THE TRANSNATIONAL EFFECTS OF LOCAL RULES: PROBLEMS AND POSSIBILITIES

So far we have explored the importance of local rules in the allocation of resources and the distribution of welfare in the global economy as well as the limitations in our current international legal approaches both for assessing local rules in terms of their economic effects and for challenging the legitimacy of local rules with transnational effects. In particular, we have seen that framing the issue of the global impact of local rules as a question of legitimate or illegitimate exercises of sovereign jurisdiction makes it quite difficult to engage with or assess the implications of the numerous local rules, such as US banking regulations or Chinese environmental regulations or German corporate regulations, that fall doctrinally within the scope of legitimate exercises of domestic jurisdiction designed to achieve a domestic policy purpose that is not in restraint of trade but that nevertheless produces significant transnational effects (maybe positive, maybe negative) on global economic welfare. Moreover, extrapolating from Coase’s analysis of the significance of legal rules in the allocation of resources in an economy under real world conditions of positive transaction costs, we can surmise that a combination of high transaction costs and limited institutional capacity (at all levels of the transnational economic regulatory system) for taking account of the interests of foreign affected constituencies in local rulemaking processes will not infrequently preclude the amelioration of global welfare-reducing effects of local rules through market transactions or other institutional means such as changing the local rule.

In such circumstances, the economic significance of power takes centre stage—in particular, the power to make or influence the rules that shape economic activity both at home and abroad, and the power to defend against the welfare-reducing effects of rules made by others. This could be public power—the differential ability of various local or national jurisdictions to make rules with widespread consequences—or private power—the differential abilities of private actors to affect official rules or make private
arrangements to enhance their relative share of economic surplus in the global economy. To return to an earlier discussion, we need only look out at the world to realise that while sovereigns may be ‘formally’ equal in their jurisdictional authority and sovereign prerogatives and economic actors may be ‘formally’ equal in their obligation to abide by the promises they make, there are significant asymmetries in the ability of both sovereigns and non-state economic actors to shape their own destinies in the global economy.

Building on Coase, I have argued that we should think about the local rules that have transnational effects from a new global welfare perspective, looking beyond the sovereignty-focused frameworks made familiar by public international law or the trade system. Indeed, we are right to worry that both local and global regulatory capacity and political processes may be swamped in a global economy that does not also operate in accordance with a ‘global economic policy perspective’. At the same time, disjunctures in the location and scale of regulatory politics and economic activity are putting enormous pressure on the current international legal order’s ability to address issues from global warming to poverty alleviation. The radical asymmetries in power evidenced by the global effects of some networks of local rules suggest that before taking up the banner of a new global welfare approach, it seems important to explore what might be lost if we relaxed our vigilant attention to sovereignty at both the national and the international level. Sovereignty, after all, was supposed to address precisely these questions of power in a variety of ways.

In such circumstances it may seem both understandable and reasonable that we are often inclined to redouble our legal focus on a dual strategy of protecting or even bolstering national sovereignty while simultaneously pursuing co-ordination and harmonisation through generally applicable or even universal international rules rooted in sovereign negotiation and consent. After all, a strong notion of national sovereignty promises to secure and defend local policy autonomy while the system of international rules built on the consent of formally equal sovereigns promises to ameliorate the adverse effects of power asymmetries that lead to sovereign conflict. To the extent that the international legal focus on sovereignty is able to address these issues of economic and political power asymmetries, perhaps we ought to be reluctant to displace it with a more ‘global point of view’.

Yet, the persistence of extreme inequality both between and within many states, and dramatic disparities in the vulnerability of diverse nations and economic constituencies to the turbulence and vicissitudes of global economic life, make it difficult to sustain a claim that the global economic regulatory order premised on national sovereignty tempered by international rules is capable currently or in the future of living up to its promises, either as an effective bulwark against foreign incursions on policy autonomy or a viable mechanism for securing a fair share of the gains from global economic integration. In fact, this (perhaps general) experience of intense vulnerability in the face of global integration may present one of the most significant challenges to the
‘effectiveness’ of the sovereignty-based strategies for dealing with global economic and political power imbalances. It may simply no longer be possible for the world’s most powerful nations (let alone the world’s weakest ones) to exercise effective regulatory control over economic welfare within their geographic territories, let alone shape the behaviour of economic actors in the global economy in their national interest.

Of course, scholarly attention to the limits of national sovereignty as a means for securing the welfare of global society is far from new in both international law and trade law. In fact, it has been a recognition of the risks and realities of power asymmetries among states and the limits on national sovereignty to address them or secure the interests of global society that has provided much of the justification for the proliferation of universal internationalist regimes such as the UN system and its core human rights treaties, and for co-ordinating or harmonising international regimes such as the World Trade Organization system and the Kyoto Protocol and its possible progeny or successor. Nevertheless, sovereignty continues to play a persistent central role in the disciplinary approaches of both international law and trade law—as we have seen, it is through the bargaining and consent of formal sovereigns that international rules are made (and made legitimate) and sovereign consensus in international rules is often taken as proxy for enhanced global welfare.

But, when we focus on power asymmetries in the economic effects of local rules, it becomes apparent that the problem with our ongoing attachment to sovereignty is not only the practical reality that sovereignty is no longer an effective mechanism for the

113 In public international law, critiques of sovereignty are ubiquitous and calls for new forms of global ordering abound. See eg Louis Henkin, *International Law: Politics and Values* (Martinus Nijhoff, 1995) 10 (‘For legal purposes at least, we might do well to relegate the term sovereignty to the shelf of history as a relic from an earlier era’); Philip Allott, *Eunomia: New Order for a New World* (Oxford University Press, 1990) 418 (‘In an international society which knows itself as a society, state-societies have no natural and inherent or unlimited powers. Like any other of the myriad societies in international society, they have only the legal relations, including powers and obligations, conferred by the international constitution and by international law’); Boutros Boutros-Ghali, ‘Empowering the United Nations’ (1992) 71(5) *Foreign Affairs* 89, 98–99 (‘While respect for the fundamental sovereignty and integrity of the state remains central, it is undeniable that the centuries-old doctrine of absolute and exclusive sovereignty no longer stands … Related to this is the widening recognition that states and their governments cannot face or solve today’s problems alone’); Secretary-General Kofi Annan, ‘Annual Speech to the General Assembly’ UN Doc SG/SM/7156, GA/5996 (20 September 1999) (‘State sovereignty, in its most basic sense, is being redefined by the forces of globalization and international cooperation. … In short, it is not the deficiencies in the [UN] Charter which have brought us to this juncture, but our difficulties in applying its principles to a new era: an era when strictly traditional notions of sovereignty can no longer do justice to the aspirations of peoples everywhere to attain their fundamental freedoms’); Richard Falk, *Explorations at the Edge of Time: The Prospects for World Order* (Temple University Press, 1992) (‘The state has demonstrated a remarkable degree of resilience over the several centuries of its existence, but whether it can significantly reorient its sense of sovereign prerogative from space (protecting territory) to time (contributing to a viable and desirable future) is uncertain in the extreme’). In the international trade literature, critiques of sovereignty take two common forms. The first involves an acknowledgment of the inability of sovereigns to effectively regulate in the face of a global economy. See eg *Legal Problems of International Economic Relations* (n 70) 1 (‘Despite all the talk about
protection of national interests or the maximisation of global welfare. Perhaps more significantly from the standpoint of global economic or regulatory policy analysis, the persistent focus on national sovereignty (and upon international legal rules) may also lead to inaccuracies in our understanding of how the global economic regulatory order actually functions and to the perverse consequence of making it much more difficult to engage with the significant but very real differences in the economic impact of rules made by different players in the global economy.

For example, a defensive focus on national sovereignty can lead us to overemphasise the dangers posed by local rules when their effects extend beyond geographic or jurisdictional boundaries, and underestimate the potential of local rules as regulatory forms that might at times contribute positively to overall global welfare. At the same time, a too hopeful focus on the potential of universal international rules or international rules aimed at the co-ordination or harmonisation of local rules can lead us too often to equate apparent global consensus over international rules with improved global welfare when the international rules may be more accurately seen to formalise and reinforce the substantive power imbalances among sovereigns participating in rulemaking. If we are to develop a more satisfying global welfare perspective regarding local rules than the ones offered by public international law and trade law, the new perspective will need to address more directly the issues of power and welfare to which these sovereignty-focused approaches are addressed but for which they seem no longer adequate.

sovereignty and independence, these concepts can mislead when applied in today’s world economy. How “sovereign” is a country with an economy so dependent on trade that its government cannot readily affect the real domestic interest rate, implement its preferred tax policy, or establish an effective program of incentives for business or talented individuals? Many governments face such constraints today including, increasingly and inevitably, the United States"); Langille ‘Fair Trade is Free Trade’s Destiny’ (n 28) 252–3 (speaking in the context of labour standards, “[O]ur ability to establish our own domestic labor standards has been eroded. The standards will, to some extent, be established internationally. The issue is how, not whether, they will be established internationally’). The second line of critique, moving beyond critiques of ordinary trade protectionism, involves the assertion that national regulatory policy is often deployed in ways that benefit domestic firms over foreign firms to the detriment of global economic welfare. See eg Joel Trachtman, ‘International Regulatory Competition, Externalization and Jurisdiction’ (1993) 34 Harvard International Law Journal 47, reprinted in Trachtman The Right to Regulate (n 13) 224, 276 (‘In an increasingly global and mobile economy marked by brutal competition in trade, states increasingly compete with one another to provide their firms with the advantage of reduced regulatory costs or increased regulatory subsidies. … Regulatory arbitrage is acceptable [from a global welfare point of view] only when firms are required to bear the regulatory costs properly allocable to their activities and states are required to bear the social costs associated with their regulation or lack thereof’); Alan O Sykes, ‘Regulatory Protectionism and the Law of International Trade’ (1999) 66 University of Chicago Law Review 1, 6 (‘[F]rom a political standpoint, regulatory protectionism is an inferior form of protectionism for nations that are unconstrained in their trade policies. But, after a nation enters a trade agreement, circumstances may arise that tempt political officials to employ regulatory protectionism due to constraints on their ability to use other preferred protectionist instruments’).
I have argued that Coase, with his economic policy focus on the sociological effects of rules on economic behaviour and general welfare, can help in this regard. It is difficult to turn one's attention to the actual transnational effects of local rules without directly confronting issues of power. At the most basic level, the local rules of some jurisdictions will have a significantly larger impact on economic behaviour around the globe and on the value of total global production than the local rules of others. The differences in the global economic effects of local rules may arise from a variety of causes. The size of the jurisdiction or its populations (e.g., China, India, Brazil, Indonesia) or size of the jurisdiction's economy (e.g., the US, Germany, Japan, California) may give some local rules disproportionate global influence. The proportionate contribution of the jurisdiction's economic activity to total global production (e.g., the G-8 or the G-20 countries) or the presence of valuable resources in global demand (e.g., Saudi Arabia, Russia, Venezuela, South Africa) or the level of integration into the global economy (e.g., Singapore, Switzerland, Hong Kong), or the perceived prestige of the rules of particular jurisdictions (e.g., until recently, the US regimes for corporate governance, securities regulation and financial regulation) may also give some local rules an advantage on the global stage.

In light of these differences, our policy tools for assessing when and under what circumstances a jurisdiction might benefit from an asymmetrical power advantage in its ability to influence economic activity for itself or for others will need to take account of many factors in addition to the sovereign or institutional origin of the rule. Sometimes, for example, the advantage will relate to the subject matter of the rule. A German banking rule regarding reserve requirements for its chartered banks and a Venezuelan rule regarding the long-term preservation of its oil and gas reserves might, by virtue of their respective roles in the global economy, each produce substantial transnational economic effects, although the relative size and global impact of their respective economies is quite different. Sometimes, the very same rule adopted in different jurisdictions may produce quite different economic effects. Returning to earlier examples, it seems obvious to expect that Chinese regulation of emissions from coal-fired power plants or Californian regulation of emissions from automobiles will have a larger effect on the behaviour of more economic actors and on global production than identical rules adopted by Costa Rica and Rhode Island. Similarly, it seems reasonable to expect that the corporate governance rules of Delaware would produce global economic effects through their impact on the behaviour of Delaware-incorporated multinationals, while the same corporate governance rules adopted in Gabon may have little economic impact outside (or potentially inside) Gabon. Further, sometimes, because of the size or global economic importance of some jurisdictions we might expect many or most of their local rules to produce significant global economic effects. For example, rules adopted in China or the US regarding such diverse subject matters as birth control, carbon emissions, labour standards and tariff rates might all be expected to produce large global economic effects, while similar rules adopted in numerous other jurisdictions might not.
These kinds of differences in the economic effects of local rules are what I mean by transnational regulatory asymmetries, and taking these asymmetries into account as a matter of global economic policy means, at a minimum, that local rules should be evaluated in the context of the many transnational economic forces that influence the size and scope of their economic effects on general welfare both locally and globally. This shift in perspective will facilitate the creation of new maps of the scope and limits of sovereign power in the global economy by charting the asymmetrical economic effects of local rules. These new maps will challenge and confound our conventional notions of sovereign power and the economic and legal significance of territorial boundaries in a range of ways while suggesting new possibilities for global politics and policymaking that might better serve the global public interest.

For example, to deepen a theme implicit in earlier examples, it would be a mistake to conclude that transnational regulatory asymmetries will always be reflective of a sovereign's apparent position in global hierarchies of sovereigns based on jurisdictional size or political power. To be sure, less economically significant jurisdictions may often find themselves under economic, political or cultural pressure to conform to the rule systems of more economically significant ones, especially when even local economic actors orient their business practices to the operative rules in their most significant export markets. Yet it is sometimes possible for small jurisdictions to reap substantial economic benefits from local rules while limiting the ability of more powerful neighbours to regulate their domestic economies. Banking havens such as the Cayman Islands, Luxembourg, Liechtenstein and Switzerland come to mind in this regard.114 Other examples include the way in which a politically insignificant jurisdiction like Delaware has been able to use its local rulemaking power to place itself at the centre of national and global legal innovation in corporate law115 or how the city-state of Singapore has used its political stability, limited corruption and local investor-friendly rules to position itself as a small economic

---


powerhouse and the corporate headquarters gateway for many multinationals seeking access to Asian markets.\footnote{116} From these few examples, we can see that the relative abilities of states to exploit regulatory asymmetries for national gain will be a function of many complex circumstances in addition to the conventional indicia of sovereign power such as size or economic, political or military strength.

Another example of how taking account of transnational regulatory asymmetries confounds our expectations regarding sovereignty is the way in which it forces us to consider the many situations in a globally integrated economy when foreign rules may prove more significant than domestic ones in terms of economic effects on the behaviour of domestic economic actors. For example, it is not hard to imagine that US antitrust laws or EU competition policy would have a more significant impact on the behaviour of many economic actors than the competition law of their home countries (if any).\footnote{117} But one need not look to local rules with explicit (or implicit) extraterritorial reach to encounter this phenomenon. Chinese rules regarding domestic wage rates may well have more impact on the wage rates of manufacturing workers in numerous jurisdictions from Vietnam and Cambodia to Mexico and Uganda than domestic regulations regarding wages in those countries simply by virtue of China’s relative competitive significance in the global market for low wage manufacturing.\footnote{118} The recent global financial crisis provides another telling example of this phenomenon. Many countries with no significant domestic banking industry simply abandoned the regulatory field, relying for regulatory oversight on the laws of the home countries of the foreign banks doing business in their countries through subsidiaries, only to suffer enormously when the home country regulatory systems proved inadequate and bailout programs for home country banks were not extended to their foreign subsidiaries.\footnote{119} These situations challenge our standard presumption (if not assumption) that the most important rules in a jurisdiction will always be its own or that national sovereignty entails maintaining an effective monopoly on positive law-making within national territorial borders.

\footnote{116} See eg Sornarajah \textit{The International Law of Foreign Investment} (n 12) 2, 24 (noting the success of small states like Hong Kong and Singapore in using liberal regulatory regimes to attract significant investment from foreign multinationals); James M Cypher and James L Dietz, \textit{The Process of Economic Development} (Routledge, 3rd edn 2009) 461 (noting that unlike the developing world as a whole which derived less than 3\% of total investment from foreign direct investment during the period 1980–92, Singapore received over 20\%).


\footnote{118} See Kaplinsky \textit{Globalization, Poverty and Inequality} (n 6).

\footnote{119} See Floyd Norris, ‘A Retreat From Global Banking’ \textit{New York Times} (New York), 24 July 2009, B1, B6. For a possible reason for such reliance, see Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, ‘Minimum Standards for the Supervision of International Banking Groups and their Cross-Border Establishments’ (July 1992) para 1 (‘1. All international banking groups and international banks should be supervised by a home-country authority that capably performs consolidated supervision’).
If we imagine, inspired by Coase, how economic actors might respond to a local rule in the absence of transaction costs, it becomes apparent why domestic economic actors might be more attuned to foreign rules than domestic ones in some circumstances. After all, from the perspective of the economic actors themselves, the local or foreign origin of a rule would be much less significant than the rule's effect on their relative share of resources and its impact on their desired economic activities. Affected constituents from weaker or less economically significant jurisdictions may more often find themselves interested in the economic effects of foreign rules than domestic ones while constituents from larger or more economically significant jurisdictions might find themselves more often focused on the economic effects of their own local rules rather than foreign ones. For example, economic actors in those jurisdictions without a significant domestic banking industry might not waste resources seeking to influence the nominal effects of even poorly conceived local banking rules if the operative rules for banking in terms of actual economic effects are the rules of the UK or the US or Japan,120 while the lobbying efforts of financial services firms in respect of proposed regulatory reform in the financial services sector in the US suggests just how much those firms care about the rules governing their actions at home.121

In this way, Coase helps to remind us that as we think about the economic effects of local and global rules we ought to remain attentive to the fact that economic actors will respond to and seek to influence the effects of whatever rule is most significant for their economic activities, regardless of its source. Moreover, enhanced attention to the role of economic actors in rulemaking helps us to remain cognisant of the fact that while economic and other constituencies within a state will have diverse interests with regard to the economic impact of local and foreign rules, they will be differently situated in their ability to influence those rules and effects, no matter how democratically the particular state may be organised. At home, key industries, sectors or groups may hold inordinate sway over the rulemaking process. Or, collective action problems may assist well-organised, more consolidated or more sophisticated constituencies in outflanking less co-ordinated, more disbursed or less sophisticated constituencies, leading to local rules that enhance the welfare of the former, sometimes (or perhaps often) to the detriment of the welfare of the society as a whole.122 As to foreign rules, it may be the case that

120 See n 2 above.
economic actors engaged in global commerce are often in a better position to influence the content or effects of foreign rules than their home states. In other circumstances, the home state may have more leverage with respect to foreign rules, but that would not necessarily mean the state would use that leverage to advance the general welfare of its constituents as a whole. How the state acts in its bargaining over the local effects of foreign rules, and for that matter, global rules, may well be reflective of power asymmetries among economic and other constituencies at home.

From this perspective, we can see that economic actors may be as significant in the content and effects of rules at the local and the global levels as states themselves and inter-sovereign bargaining. Moreover, while it seems possible that a global economic regulatory order based on formal sovereign policy autonomy and global rulemaking based on inter-sovereign bargains may turn out to be optimal from the standpoint of both local and global welfare, it is hard to find a reason for confidence that this would actually be the case.

In the absence of a global state, our current inter-sovereign legal and institutional order seems to offer two limited policy responses to the issue of local rules with global effects. First, it relies on sovereigns to defend their prerogatives vis-à-vis one another—a strategy that we have seen is substantially challenged by the realities of radical power asymmetries. In fact, exploring the great divergence in the significance and effects of local rules among states on local and global economic activity suggests that there is little basis on which to presume that a state’s sovereign authority to make rules will translate as a general matter into an effective sword or shield against the economic or regulatory power of other sovereigns, or that it would use that authority to enhance the general welfare of its own (national) constituents.

Second, it urges sovereign participation in global rulemaking. But, the promulgation of global rules to constrain the transnational effects of the local ones or the harmonisation of local rules through international co-operation or a treaty regime seem likely to be equally caught up in asymmetric power dynamics. International inter-sovereign bargains on global rules may simply repeat the power asymmetries of local rules at a new level.

Grossman and Elhanan Helpman, ‘Protection for Sale’ (1994) 84 American Economic Review 833 (arguing that in a small country with insufficient market power to effect its terms of trade political officials would set trade policy based on a combination of concern for national welfare and placating organised interests to retain political power, resulting in a mix of policies that would frequently deviate from national welfare maximisation).

See eg Braithwaite Regulatory Capitalism (n 9) 25 (‘For 90% of the world’s states there are large numbers of corporations with annual sales that exceed the state’s GDP. The chief executives of the largest corporations typically are better networked into other fonts of power than the presidents of medium-sized states. Consequently, large corporations do a lot of regulating of states’); Braithwaite and Drahos Global Business Regulation (n 9) 27 (‘The most recurrently effective actors in enrolling the power of states and the power of the most potent international organizations (eg the WTO and the IMF) are large US corporations’).

See nn 33 and 106 above.
There may also be reason to expect that some states—or perhaps powerful constituencies or ideological forces within states—will have an interest in the failure of global rulemaking efforts in order to continue to benefit from the de facto transnational effects of their own or someone else’s local rulemaking.

Even if an economic policy perspective building from some of Coase’s key insights regarding the significance of legal rules for general welfare in an economy does not offer definitive solutions to these complex issues and problems, it does help to suggest some additional possibilities for policymaking in the interest of global welfare as a whole at both the national and transnational levels. While a sovereignty approach would place considerable significance on whether the rule producing domestic economic effects was ‘local’ or ‘foreign’, a Coasean policy perspective would lead us to remain agnostic as to the rule’s origin (whether local, foreign or international) and to focus instead on whether the net economic effects of the rule were likely to enhance or reduce global welfare relative to alternative policy options. From such a vantage point, it seems possible to imagine that in some circumstances local rules with transnational effects may indeed provide a global welfare-enhancing alternative to inter-sovereign efforts either to harmonise or co-ordinate local rules on a jurisdiction by jurisdiction basis or to adopt a universal international rule. For example, it seems at least possible to imagine that it might prove more beneficial from the perspective of global economic welfare to regulate some aspects of multinational corporate activity by changing corporate law rules in a few key jurisdictions like Delaware, the UK, Germany and Japan (when the cost savings of the transnationalisation of those changes through private ordering by the multinational corporations themselves are taken into account) than by attempting to impose ‘best practice’ corporate law regimes in every jurisdiction or by negotiating transnational regulatory regimes administered by international institutions like the OECD or the WTO.¹²⁵

More importantly, under conditions of economic globalisation, territorial autonomy from the regulatory or economic ‘harmful effects of others’ may simply not be possible. These realities may suggest, as difficult as this may be to accept, that we should strive to remain agnostic with respect to these sorts of regulatory ‘harmful effects’, at least until we can better understand whether their relative benefits outweigh their costs as compared with the impact alternative social arrangements on global welfare as a whole. Of course, there is no question that in many cases, the asymmetric impact of local rules from economically significant jurisdictions may bring to those jurisdictions all sorts of economic benefits or impose all sorts of global costs that reduce rather than increase global welfare. But, as we have seen, it is also possible that in some circumstances asymmetrical rulemaking or private ordering might increase rather than reduce the total social product. Thus, a Coasean economic policy perspective might lead us to pause before rejecting these types of policy solutions out of hand.

¹²⁵ Cf nn 33 and 76 above.
Although the transnational impact of local rules on economic welfare in the modern global economy may be as unavoidable as it is undeniable, there remains something disconcerting about proposing the adoption of a ‘global economic policy perspective’ that may encourage us even occasionally to advocate the use of particular local rules over internationally adopted ones to achieve global regulatory goals, even if the local rules could be shown to produce ‘better’ results in terms of total global welfare. After all, so long as local rules remain the product of local politics and local interests, they would seem to be a strange and problematic tool for affirmative policymaking in the global economic regulatory order. Concerns might arise about political or economic hegemony to the extent that the local rules producing global effects too often seemed to derive from the same or a few economically significant jurisdictions. Or concerns might focus on democratic legitimacy to the extent that local rules function as *de facto* global rules while participation in their making and accountability regarding their effects is limited to the political constituents of the jurisdictions making the local rules. In the face of these very real and legitimate concerns about power inequality and democratic legitimacy in the global economic regulatory order, an economic policy perspective focused on territorial integrity, sovereign prerogative and national interest may seem the most relevant and compelling response. Yet, as we have seen through our exploration of the asymmetric effects of local rules, these same risks of hegemony by powerful states and a lack of democratic legitimacy of the rules that actually govern global economic life plague our existing model of inter-sovereign global economic governance. It may be that sovereigns are often better aggregators of powerful interests than promoters of general welfare at the national and the global level.

It is precisely because of the important questions of power and democratic legitimacy posed by the transnational effects of local rules for the global economic regulatory order that we need to find a new approach to assessing and coming to terms with them. If the local rules of some states will often, *de facto*, govern global economic activity and the consequent allocation of resources in the global economy, it may sometimes be better from a global welfare perspective (as well as the perspective of weak states) to acknowledge that reality—while also seeking to create political and institutional processes to ‘responsibilise’ those states to the global welfare effects of their rulemaking—than to persist with the fiction that all rulemaking is formally equal under the international rules of jurisdiction.

Further, if the local rules of some states are of little effect in protecting their economies from foreign ‘harmful effects’, in some circumstances it may be a better use of national resources for those states to follow the lead of their economic actors by seeking to influence the foreign rules that shape their welfare than adopting ‘local’ but ineffective rules at home. In this respect, Coase’s suggestion that the maximisation of global economic welfare will best be achieved by approximating the policy solution that might have been reached if *all* of the constituencies affected by the rule had bargained their
economic interests in the absence of transaction costs may well prove useful not only in helping to identify the range of global constituencies that might have an interest in the content of a global/local rule but also in suggesting new potential global political alliances that might congeal in relation to ameliorating the global ‘harmful effects’ of the local rule.

By now it will have become obvious to the reader that our new global perspective calls out for a new global politics—one that is better able to aggregate interests across sovereign boundaries than our current sovereign-oriented order.126 Of course, it may turn out that these new processes and political formations will continue to rely upon states acting as both determiners and proxies for both national and global welfare. In some circumstances, that might be the best outcome from a global point of view.127 Yet, there are reasons to think that this need not always be the case when the ‘state’ is not the best aggregator of economic interests or protector of welfare as a whole. For example, with respect to the expansion of US intellectual property rules across the globe through adoption at the WTO of the TRIPS Agreement and the inclusion of TRIPS ‘plus’ intellectual property rules in bilateral and multilateral trade agreements, the economic interests of US drug-consuming seniors may be more in line with people infected with HIV/AIDS in Africa than with US pharmaceutical companies. The rules that are best for the US or UK financial services industries may not be best for US or UK citizens or for the people of the world as a whole. An increased awareness that the same power asymmetries that result in the capture by economic actors of legislative processes for local rulemaking at the national level may, by virtue of transnational regulatory asymmetries, create winners and losers not only at home but abroad should open up more possibilities for imagining the potential of new political constituencies based on an alignment of economic interests across national boundaries to increase global welfare.

This has certainly proved to be the case with powerful multinational firms which regularly attempt both individually and collectively to influence rulemaking wherever


127 See n 32 above.
their economic interests might be adversely affected. But Coase would tell us that such firms only form or join forces to influence rules if the economic benefits of doing so outweigh the costs. If the economic benefits of creating such new political institutions or formations outside the ‘state’ to support the collective action of new economic constituencies exceeded the costs, they should already exist. On the other hand, it might just be that our political cultures remain conceptually locked in the territorial state even as our economies have kicked free of territorial constraints and that our attachments to certain conceptions of sovereignty are limiting our ability to imagine, let alone bring into being, new political forms. As the global political and economic order is now constituted, there is no one whose job it is to look after global welfare from a global perspective.

So what to do? We might begin by trying to see more clearly. I am convinced that our current international legal approaches to the role of local rules in the governance of the global economy, rooted as they are in sovereign interests, are simply insufficient to capture the complexity of the transnational economic regulatory order as it actually functions or the effects of local rules in shaping global welfare. Coase’s focus on the role of law in the organisation and efficiency of economic activity brings into view the possibility (if not the likelihood) that myriad legal arrangements at various levels of the transnational economic system are having a significant impact on the allocation of resources among economic actors across the globe as well as on the value of total global production. Moreover, these insights suggest that our traditional notion that local rules are by and large matters of national concern and sovereign prerogative, needs to be questioned. Rather, we might more reasonably expect the number of local rules, both public and private, that might appropriately bear scrutiny from a global economic policy perspective based on their transnational economic effects, to be large and their cumulative effects on global welfare to be significant and pervasive. If this is true, it would seem of some importance to develop better conceptual tools for assessing the impact of these legal rules as well as institutional mechanisms and political processes for taking these realities into account in the global economic regulatory order.

Further, Coase’s theoretical assumption that, but for transaction costs, all economic actors affected by a legal arrangement would bargain for adjustments to the initial allocation of resources under the applicable rule that would maximise the total value of production, while perhaps insufficient to provide definitive answers to the relative costs and benefits of local rules, might nevertheless orient us toward analysing alternative rules in relation to their potential impact on global welfare. The zero-cost assumption, with its focus on the economic effects of legal arrangements, is particularly useful in this regard because it helps us to look beyond possible territorial, jurisdictional, institutional and transaction cost-based obstacles to bargaining even as we strive to identify all of the constituencies around the globe that might be impacted by a local legal rule and its alternatives.

128 See eg n 123 above.
Attempting to identify all these constituencies should put us in a better position to imagine or hypothesise potential adjustments to existing legal arrangements that might be arrived at through bargaining among these myriad constituencies in the absence of transaction costs. Such a thought experiment should significantly enhance the visibility not only of the range of global constituencies that have an economic interest in the content of a local rule by virtue of its economic effects on them, but also the range of possible legal arrangements that might enhance global economic welfare if territorial, jurisdictional, institutional and transaction cost-based objections and obstacles could be put aside or transcended. Such an exercise should also help focus attention and analysis beyond transaction costs to the many other real world obstacles that can affect the relative global economic impact of existing and imagined alternative legal arrangements, including disparities in economic starting point, information asymmetries, limitation in available institutions to facilitate bargaining or participation among affected global constituencies, and asymmetries in the ability of different constituencies to influence economic behaviour on a global level as well as many others.

Moreover, such a thought experiment could also potentially help in defining a 'global welfare perspective' by providing a range of factors from which the transnational economic effects of particular local rule choices could be measured and perhaps contested. Whether a regulatory approach—involving a global rule, transnational harmonisation of local rules, the asymmetrical application of one or more local rules, private ordering, some combination or a 'do nothing' approach—would prove to be more beneficial from the perspective of global welfare would need to be evaluated in light of the particular facts on a case by case basis. Of course, an evaluative conclusion in this regard is likely to be the subject of considerable political disagreement and debate.

Yet, from such global conversations or controversies we might imagine new global constituencies forming to support the adoption or continuance or urge the alteration of local rules depending on their global economic effects, or to strategise more broadly about both local and global rules. From this perspective, it seems possible that the attempt to articulate 'a global economic policy perspective' for analysing local rules might lead to new and more complex notions of global economic participation, political pluralism and distributional justice rather than a hegemonic vision of the 'global good'. Even if such a perspective were to prove incapable of providing determinate policy conclusions regarding whether a particular rule was or was not desirable as a matter of global economic policy, striving for such a perspective may nevertheless help to orient political debate regarding local rules towards a focus on their global economic effects and toward the range of political choices they bring in their wake. The result may be a deeper sense of our transnational economic and political interdependence as well as our collective responsibility for global welfare.

129 See eg Braithwaite and Drahos *Global Business Regulation* (n 9) 602–29 (proposing a political program to enhance the sovereignty of global citizens over global regulation). See also n 126 above.